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African Torture Test

t

proves
immune to extreme heat and humidity

tio-4,
.

i

"The hurl Forest provides the
worst possible conditions for
recording work. Our camera
lenses grew mushrooms, even
on the inner surfaces. All
leather molded in four days.
Our acetate -base tapes became
unuseable. But the LR Audio tape always unwound without
sticking and showed no ten.
dency to stretch or curl."

>.;:.
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\

Cot.tx Me TuttnnuLL, noted explorer, made the above comments on his recent return from a year -long
recording expedition through the arid deserts and steaming jungles of Africa, where Audiotape on
"Mylar" polyester film was subjected to the "worst recording conditions in the world." Its performance
speaks for itself.
Here's positive proof that all hot -weather recording problems can be entirely eliminated by using the new LR Audiotape
on Mylar polyester film.
During his trip from Morocco to East Africa, through the
Gold Coast and the Congo, Mr. Turnbull recorded 45,000 ft.
of Audiotape on 1 and 2 mil "Mylar". Not an inch of it gave
any trouble, either in desert sun (125° temperature, 25%
humidity) or in the Congo forests (85° temperature, 90%

humidity) .
That's a real torture test for tape and proof of the superiority of the new, longer recording Type LR Audiotape.
"Mylar", it gives you SO%
Made on tough but thin I
more recording time per reel, yet is actually far stronger than
11/2 -mil acetate -base tape under humid conditions. For better
recording in any season, ask your dealer for "Mylar"
Audiotape-now available in 1, P/2 and 2 mil base thickness.
Write or ask for a copy of Bulletin No. 211 containing corm
plete specifications.

AUDIO DEVICES, Inc.
444 Madison Avenue, New York 22, New York
Offices in Hollywood Chicago

-

Export Dept., 13

E.

40th St., N.Y 16, N.Y., Cables "ARIA'S"

Table

TESTS AT

I

75'F, 50% RELATIVE HUMIDITY

Yield Strength
mil Acetate

I

Breaking Strength
3.9 lb

3.7 lb

0.9 mil "Mylar" 4.2 Ib.

7.6 lb.

5.0 lb.

5.5 lb.

1.45 mil Acetate

Table

II

TESTS AT

75.F, 90% RELATIVE HUMIDITY

Yield Strength

Breaking Strength

mil Acetate

inp

0.9 mil "Mylar'.

4.1

lb.

7.6 lb.

1.45 mil Acetate

3.0lb

4 I Ib.

1

The above test data, taken under conditions of both
winter and summer humidity, show the marked
superiority of 1 -mil "Mylar," not only over the thin
cellulose acetate base, but over the standard 1.45 mil acetate as well.
DuPont Trade Mark

...STOP UNWANTED SOUNDS
With

the

NEW',66

VÁRIÁBLE D*

10.1*

o

Now... Broadcast Performance Designed for Public Address
COMPLETELY NEW ALL-PURPOSE CARDIOID DYNAMIC MICROPHONE
BRINGS NEW EFFICIENCY OVER WIDE FREQLENCY RANGE

All

}

the advantages of the E -V Variable D are now available in the new
high-fidelity "664"... for public address, recording, conmunications and similar
applications. Uniform cardioid polar pattern provides nigh front -to -back discrimination
against unwanted soands, without close -talking bocmEtess. Easily solves sound
pick-up and reproduction problems under a great variety 3f conditions. Gives distinct,
natural reproductior- of voice and music. Increases wcrking distance from
microphone. Gives greater protection against feedback. Especially useful where
amb ent noise and severe reverberation exist. Pop -proof filter m:ni-mizes
winc and breath blasts. E -V Acoustalloy diaphragm guarantees
smoMh wide -range reproduction. Car. be used on a floor or desk stand
or carried in the hand. No finer microphone for performance
and value! Write for Technical Speci icctio1 Sheet.
_'. Pat.

Pena

Model 664. Variable ()` Soper-Cardioid Dynamic Vicrophone.
Uniform response at all requencies from 60 to 13,000 cps. Output
level -55 db. 150 ohm and high impedance. Impedance :ha-ged by
moving one connection In ccnnector. Line balanced -e. 3tounj and
phased. Acoustalloy di phragm, shielded from dust end magnetic
particles. Alnico V and Armco magnetic iron in non -welded circuit. Swivel permits aiming directly at sound source fcr most
effective pick-up. Pressure cast case. %"-27 thread. Satn :hrome
finish. 18 ft. cable witt MC4M connector. On -Off swi:c'. Size:
1% in. diam. 73/14 In. lon3 not including stud. Net wt-: 1 It. 10 oz.
List Price $79.50
Model 419 Desk Stand available for use with the "66," .extra).

f-

ELECTRO -VOICE, INC.
Expvt:
HIGH-FIDELITY MICROPHONES

13

BUCHANAN, MICH.

East 40th Street, New York 16, N.

SPEAKER SYSTEMS

PIQNOCARTRIDGES

Y.

U. S.A. Cables: Ariab

AND OTHER ELECTRD-ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS

MAGNETIC FILM &

YOU CAN'T PLAY
PRINTED DESCRIPTIONS
of RECORDED TAPES!

TAPE RECORDING

And you may perhaps buy on the
basis of what you HEAR through
a loud -speaker, not what you

READ in a catalog.
If so, this offer may be for YOU.
If you can establish your financial responsibility we will make
available to you a

VOL.

2

SEPTEMBER -OCTOBER, 1955

No. 6
MARK MOONEY, JR.

Editor and Publisher

PLAY -THEN -PAY-

MILDRED STAGG,

IF-SATISFIED PLAN

JOHN L. ALLEN,

GEORGE M. THOMPSON,

Technical Consultant

New York Editor

JAMES H. MILLS, SR.,

Technical Consultant

Circulation Manager

This offer applies to all tapes,
both MONAURAL and BINAURAL, in the following libra-

ANTHONY J. MORIN,

ROBERT W. LAPHAM,

JR.

National Advertising Manager
274 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

Art Director

ries:

ATLANTIC, AUDIOSPIIERE,
LIVINGCONNOISSEUR,
STON, OCEANIC, EMPIRICAL, ESOTERIC, and RIVERSIDE.
All these distinguished labels are
embraced in
`MASTER TAPE LIBRARIES'
the fastest -growing and most
called -upon source for both
MONAURAL and BINAURAL
tapes.
So if you're an

"I'm from Mis-

souri"buyer where tapes are concerned we have a made-to-order
plan for you. But before we can
send you the details we MUST
have ALL the information indicated below.
Better act now. If experience
proves the offer to he too liberal
it may be withdrawn.
NOTICE:

Shelf Is pleased to announce that if can now pass along the
savings of the new Livingston Tape Club
Plan to its customers. See ad on page 9.
Clip coupon from Livingston ad and send
it to us. It will receive the Tape Shelf's
usual prempt attention.
Tape
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SUBSCRIBE TODAY

THE TAPE SHELF
22nd St. Station
St. Petersburg, Florida

Be

sure of

getting every copy of Tape Recording Magazine delivered to your door.

Box 214,

own the fol!owing equipment for playing
monaural
binaural 7.5 IPS
tapes:
I

n

(

)

I

already have your "Master Tape

TAPE RECORDING
Severna Park, Md.

for one year (6 issues).
two years (12 issues).
for
Please enter my subscription
Please enter my subscription

I

I

me

enclose $2.00

Bill

enclose $3.75

Bill me

libraries" listings.
don't have them. Please send.
have (have not) started a library
of pre-recorded tapes.

(

)

I

(

)
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NO MORE "UNFINISHED" SYMPHONIES!
MTH SOUNDCRAFT"PLUS-50" MAGNETIC
PLAYING TIME

EXTRA STRENGTH

"MYLAR" BASE

Here at last is the perfected "long-playing"
magnetic tape, bringing you 50% extra

playing time with no compromise in
strength or recording quality.
Backed with DuPont "Mylar" Polyester
Film a third thinner than standard acetate,
it's a third as strong as steel-yet actually
stronger than standard tapes.
A normal 5". 600 -ft. reel now holds 900'
7" reel 1800'. And yet cost -per -foot remains almost exactly the same!
Symphonies up to 48 minutes long can
now be recorded or played at a full 71,r'
per second on a single 7" reel-without
interruption. Forty-eight minutes against
only 32 minutes on standard tapes!

-a

RECORDING TAPE!

50% EXTRA

FULL DEPTH OXIDE COATING

And yet the same perfected Soundcraft
magnetic oxide, in full stantrrd depth. is
still there to give you the utmost high fidelity obtainable. 'There's been no change
in output level! No change in bias characteristics!
Add to all this "Plus-50" is Micro Polished® for perfect high -frequency response right from the start. It's Pre -Coated
with adhesive to prevent oxide chipping.
peeling. It's lubricated on both sides- eliminating squeals. It can be interspliced with
any quality tapes. Output variation is an
inaudible + % db. within a reel, _+ ii db.
reel-to-reel.
More than 200 million feet of this iden-

tical tape have been supplied by Sound craft to the U. S. Government prior to this
announcement.
See for yourself why there's no finer tape
at any price than Soundcraft "Plus -50"
Tape. Get some at your dealer's today!
For further information, write Dept. S-5.
FOR EVERY -SOUND, REASON

REEVES

-
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SOONDCRAFT
CORP.
10

E.

52nd St., N.

Y.

22, N.

Y.

AM-"

IS HERE
right in your living room

A

1

By Charles D. Sigsbee

NEW TAPES
this column was being written, the
weather was hot and humid, hurricanes
Connie and Diane were creating havoc on
the east coast and American League fans
were losing weight by the scoreboard.
While Connie and Diane were doing their
worst, two hurricanes blew up in the tape
field. These, however, are good winds which
should blow lots of good to recorded tapes
A

This is the most exciting
development yet in music
listening. You will hear
a startling difference in
realism. This is stereophony
as only a superb tape
machine can provide it.

S

fans.

You'll be interested to know, as we were,
that Berkshire Recordings has entered the
tape field. Their new library contains in part,
recordings of the I- aydn Society, released
on tape exclusively by Berkshire. The tapes
will be issued in three series: the Hi -Fi
Supreme series, recorded at 71/2 ips. (one
612
AMPEX
IT'S THE
hour of music), the Royal De Luxe, reTAPE PHONOGRAPH
corded at 33/4 ips. (two hours playing
Wíth Ampex quality it reproduces all
time), and the Extended De Luxe series
types of recorded tapes-half-track,
on long play Mylar recorded at 33/4 ips.
full -track or the exciting two -track
giving a playing time of three hours. Prices
gives
stereophonic tapes. The Ampex 612
start at 56.95 in the Hi -Fi Supreme series.
you the fullest listening pleasure from
We'll be reviewing some of these tapes in
stereophonic tape recorded music
following issues.
room.
in your own living
The second tape hurricane was centered
around Livingston, N. J., where Livingston
STEREOPHONIC TAPES
Electronics announced the formation of the
Livingston Tape Club. Oddly enough, just
ARE ALREADY AVAILABLE
a few days before their announcement,
Major recording companies for some
Columbia Records announced a somewhat
time have been recording all important
similar plan for disc records. We know that
sessions stereophonically as well as
conventionally. Stereophonic tapes from Livingston has had this latest idea in the
works for some time. Apparently there was
many of these performances are now
on the market, and more are continually some parallel thinking going on in both
organizations.
being released for your selection.
Details of the Livingston plan are described in their advertisement so we won't
BE SURE TO HEAR
take up column space going over them.
A DEMONSTRATION
Another straw in the wind blew in from
You aren't up-to-date in the field of
Chicago with the announcement by Pentron
recorded music until you've heard the
Prexy Irving Rossman that Pentron will
Ampex 612. Your local Ampex dealer
enter the recorded tape field with their
will demonstrate it to you with some of "Moods in Music" series.
the stereophonic tapes you can buy
The first release was made by Larry Paige
right now. Call and make a date today.
and his Orchestra and consists of popular
standards, including Stardust, Je: Flight,
Prices: $395 in contemporary /urniiure
Blue Moon, Empty Arms, Begin the Becabinet or Samsonite portable case;
guine, Brazil and Once in a Blue Mood.
$10.00 extra for blonde contemporary;
The recordings were made at Universal
$379.50 /or chassis for custom installation. Studios in Chicago on a Pentron Dynachord and have a frequency range of from
40 to 16,000 cycles.
The tapes have been made specifically
and only for playing on a rape recorder and
the arrangers were given wide latitude in
their arrangements. The tape has extreme
lows and high violin figure work. We'll
be reviewing it in a subsequent issue.
We decided to counter all this uproar
by keeping everything in a light mood. And
934 CHARTER STREET REDWOOD CITY. CALIFORNIA
that is just what you'll find in this column,
light, gay, popular music. The only thing
Distributors in principal cities (see your
heavy you'll find in this issue is an occasional
classified telephone directory under
30 cycle note from the Wurlitzer Organ and
"Recording Equipment")
Guy Kibbee's left foot.
Canadian distribution by Canadian

AMPEX
CORPORATION

General Electric Company.

Academy Award Song Hits (1940-1953)/
Irving Fields and his Trio
OCEANIC TAPE LIBRARY
OC 5-3
VVV

The most provocative piano arrangements
to come along in some time, enthusiastically
played by Irving Fields and his trio.

The whole tape is filled with one delight
after another from the first selection, "The
Last Time 1 Saw Paris," to the last, "White
Christmas." In fact, the recording presents
such an omnibus of good and familiar
tunes that the melodies linger on long after
the tape itself has been placed back on the
shelf.
Much of the credit for the immediate
acceptance of this recording goes to the brilliant arrangements and infectious style of
Mr. Fields. The trio plays as an integrated
group that has been together for some time;
nothing intrudes, nothing detracts.
Livingston Electronic Corporation made
the reproduction with great success. It is
an excellent high fidelity job recorded at
a high level which eliminates any trace of
hiss in the high frequency end.
Charlie Cavies-Piano
MUSIKON TAPE #531
A Hack Swain -Livingston release that pales
beside the Irving Fields' recording reviewed
in this column. Somehow Charlie Davies'
piano styling sounds mechanical and uninspired but, as I say, this feeling is prompted, in part, by comparison with the Fields'
Trio.
It is interesting to note that Livingston
does a good job of transferring Hack Swain's
master tapes to dual track. The recording
can be put to excellent use in background
music service, in spite of the fact that it falls
somewhat short as a listening experience.

Larry Carr Sings Verse and
Bethe Douglas

Chorus

with

ESOTERIC
ES

5-5

Carr sings a pleasantly, lusty collection of familiar, but not too familiar,
show tunes. The tape gets off to a good start
with the highly suggestive Cole Porter lyrics
to "Let's Misbehave" from a 1928 musical
called 'Paris." The fine pace set continues
unflaggingly through all eight tunes, one of
which even boasts lyrics by the lara P. G.
Wodehouse, of all people.
Carr has been around the networks 'and
n'ght spots for quite some time both as a
pianist and a singer but developed his lusty,
infectious singing style during the war in
barracks shower -rooms. Coupled with Carr
on the recording is a fellow Texan, Bethe
Douglas, who can be seen on NBC-TV as
a nightclub singer in the soap opera, Three
Steps To Heaven.
The outstanding selections, in addition to
"Let's Misbehave" are "True Blue Lou," "1
See Your Face Before Me" and "Ten Cents
A Dance"; the latter two sung by Miss
Douglas.
Deserving of special mention on the recording is the musical background, and
sometimes foreground, provided by Dick
Hyman, the pianist and arranger, Mundell
Lowe on guitar, Eddie Safranski on bass,
the drums of Don Lamond and the outstanding trumpet style of Rusty Dedrick. All
are familiar names to pop musicians and
fans everywhere.
The recording is a good one and includes
program notes by George Simon.
Larry.
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UP TO

I

HOUR

-2 HOURS -3 HOURS

V

Bob Keene and his Orchestra
(Arrangements of Billy May, Shorty Rogers, Bill Holman, Johnny Thompson, Paul

Villepigue)
JAZZTAPE

WORLD'S

of the

GREATEST

MASTERPIECES
on a single

7" reel

BERKSHIRE

of

PRE-RECORDED

TAPE

Now! YOURS! The finest pre-recorded tape
library in existence! Arrange a musicale in
your home and have your friends join you in
your appreciation of these timeless works of
art. No home of culture should be without
these expressions

of our musical heritage.

S6.95: UP TO 1 HOUR ON
BERKSHIRE'S HI-FI SUPREME Series: (Cat.
BH-1003) BACH Concerti for 3 and 4 Harpsichords, with the Vienna Chamber Orchestra. A
stirring sensitive performance. Also: HAYDN's
Trumpet Cont. Vienna State Opera Orch., Wobitsch-Trumpet: and HAYDN's Horn Concerto,
Vienna Sym. Orch., Heiner Cond., Koch -Horn.
71/2 1. P. S. dual track.
ONLY

ONLY

$8.95:

UP TO 2 HOURS ON
BERKSHIRE'S ROYAL DELUXE Series: (Cat.
B-8004) RELAX WITH OFFENBACH AND
OTHERS. Easy -so -listen -to music by The French
Light Music Society, Melou-Coed. 33/4 1. P. S.
dual track.

S12.95: UP TO 3 HOURS ON
BERKSHIRE'S EXTENDED DELUXE Series:
Cat. B-9001) MOZART-DON GIOVANNi.
Brilliantly performed by the Vienna State Opera
Chorus and the Vienna Sym. Ouch. under Swarowsky. Recorded in its ENTIRETY on Extended
Play Myles- Tape, the almost non -destructible tape
that withstands extremes of humidity, temperature,
usage. 33/4 I. P. S. dual track.

4007

Nothing has impressed me quite so much
in the big dance band field since the first time
I heard Artie Shaw; unless it was Stan
Kenton's original orchestra.
To make sure this just wasn't an old
man's prejudiced opinion, I invited in some
teenagers to get their reaction. Their facial
contortions concurred. A Kansas City disc
jockey who happened to be passing by gave
his approval with, "Who is THAT"!
Bob Keene plays a clarinet which is very
reminiscent of the aforementioned Mr.
Shaw, and fronts a band that could re-

popularize ballroom dancing singlehandedly. The jacket liner calls the band "enthusiastic" and I can't think of a better
description. Keene hand-picked the group
around Los Angeles and they sound like
they have played together for years.
The opening selection of the tape is
George and Ira Gershwin's "It Ain't Necessarily So" which opens with a series of
big percussion blasts that lead into an arrangement of sounds that breathe new life
into this old standard that has been exciting audiences for years.
This type of music continues throughout the entire tape with but one possible
exception; the last number, "Flying Home,"
which didn't do a thing for me although
I liked the original Goodman-Hampton version years ago.
My hope is that this new outfit survives
the initial business problems that have destroyed good, young musical groups in the
past; and if they do survive, I hope that
OMEGA continues to send out more tapes
by this orchestra.

Onc9°
EAS Y

LISTENING

MUSIC

TAPE

NEW RELEASES

..

.

ORGAN SPECIALTIES by Ralph Bonds
of the famous twin Hammond Organ team
of Ralph and Buddy Bonds, Coral Recordnow available on tape for
ing Stars
the first time. Tapes recorded and dupli
cated on finest Ampex equipment. Each
tape plays one full hour, 71/2 speed, dual
track. For the utmost in Easy Listening
order these tapes today. Satisfaction
.

Guaranteed.

TAPE No. 1: Alice Blue Gown, All of You'.
Darling Je Vous Aline B.aucos.p'. 'Deed I Do'.
wagon Wheels', Melody of Love'. when Your
(lair Has Turned to Silver*, Stomping at the
Sasoy, September Song, Deep Purple', Josephine', Anniversary Song', I Guess I'll Hare to
Change', The Breeze and I', You Do Something
to Me., Cruising Down the River, A Foggy Day,
Char:mine, Dancing on the Ceiling'. Stardust.
Tweedle Dee'. (Total of 21 different numbers of
which 19 are multiple track.)
TAPE No. 2: You Go to Sty (lead, Where Can
I Go Without You', Easy to Love. Don't Take
Your Love from Me', Falling in Love with Love',
Anniversary Waltz, Let Me Call You Sweetheart, Deep In My Heart, When I'm Not Near
the Girl I Love, Two Hearts, Oklahoma, Surrey
with the Fringe on Top'. All the Things You
Are. There's No Business Like Show Business,
If I Loved You', They- Say Falling In Love Is
Wonderful. .tune is Bustin' Out All Over',
Desert Song, Serenade. Whiffenpoof Song, One
.lone, Moonlight and Roses. (Total of 22 numhers of which 9 are multiple track.)
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS TAPE: Oh Come All
Ye Faithful, Silent Night. Hark, the Herald
Angels Sing, Noel, Oh Little Town of Bethlehem, God (test Ye Merry Gentlemen, Joy to the
World, Jingle Bells, White Christmas, winter
Wonderland*. Blue Christmas. Let It Snow.
Santa Claus is Coming to Town.
of which 2 are multiple track.)

'Numbers marked with asterisk

(13 selections

(')

are multiple

track.
HAMMOND ORGAN OWNERS: Inquire about
our Hammond Organ lessons on tape. Lessons
complete with music and chord charts.

ONLY $10.95 postpaid.
Order Today.
Dealer Inquiries Invited.

CONSOLE RECORDING STUDIOS
Wayne, Penna.

ONLY

YOUR PURCHASE
OF BERKSHIRE PRE-RECORDED TAPES ARE FULLY GUARANTEED.
IF DISSATISFIED, RETURN IN 10 DAYS FOR

REFUND!

BERKSHIRE

RECORDING CORP.
150 West 90 St.,

New York 24, N. Y.

Mail Coupon Now for FREE CATALOG or for
Tapes desired.

Berkshire Recording Corp.
150 West 90 St., New York 24, N. Y.
Please rush me BERKSHIRE tapes listed below.
I ant adding 65 cents for entire order to cover
packing and postage. Total amt. end.
Send Cat. Nos. ( ) BH-1003 ( ) B-8004
(
) B-9001.
Check here for FREE Catalog
of entire Berkshire Library, incl. all details of
this magnificent collection. No order necessary
to receive catalog.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

8

ZONE.. .STATE

Laurindo Almeida Quartet
Featuring Bud Shank
JAZZTAPE 4006

A musical oddity that comes off very well
in this unorthodox coupling of an alto sax,
bass. drums and Spanish concert guitar. Almeida is a Brazilian guitar virtuoso who
has somehow found himself on this recording playing wonderful Spanish guitar
around which comes jazz. Not real jazz,
not real Spanish music either; hard to say
what it is, but it sounds good and should
appeal to both those who love Latin American music and those who prefer quiet jazz.
One must get used to this odd coupling
of instruments before being exposed to an
old favorite like "Speak Low." i feel it
would have been more appropriate to lead
off with the second number "Amor
Flamengo" which shows off Almeida to the
best advantage and sort of sneaks in Bud
Shank on alto sax.
As the guitar is unamplified one is subjected to a great deal of fingering noise
which tends to lend a great deal of presence to the whole thing and I will quire
imagine it will find its way into more than
a few hi-fi demonstrations.
One thought occurs to me after hearing
the tape: I would like to hear another tape
featuring Laurindo Almeida doing what he
can do at his solo best.

RECORDED TAPE
Livingston Library

A -V Library
Tape Toons

Pentron

Webcor

R.C.A. Victor

Omegatape
Jazztape

for further information
write

MAL'S RECORDING SERVICE
Dept. TR, Box 37, Rockaway Beach 94, N. Y.

DIFFERENT

I

RECORDED fun -filled TAPES

"SAMPLER," only 99c
(Dual track, 8 or 15 minutes, state speed)
Lowest prices! Free lists!
HOUSE OF STONE
LUNENBURG 4, MASS.

STEREOTAPE
a new

line of pre-recorded tope

devoted entirely to
two channel stereo -binaural
write for free catalog
demonstration test tape 52.00 p.p.
STEREOTAPE
5607 melrose ave., hollywood, cal.

LARGEST
LIVINGSTON

-

FASTEST GROWING

-

MOST DIVERSIFIED
EMPIRICAL

AUDIOSPHERE
CONNOISSEUR
ATLANTIC
ESOTERIC
HACK SWAIN

The Livingston Master Tape Library

RIVERSIDE

ANNOUNCES

J1

THE

OCEANIC

1

LIVINGSTON TAPE CLUB

BOSTON
LYRICHOPD
TICO

PLAN

Designed to make available to YOU the finest in recorded music
on

tape at the lowest possible purchase price!

AS A CLUB MEMBER, WITHOUT FURTHER OBLIGATION
YOU AVAIL YOURSELF OF

25%

SAVINGS ON THE PURCHASE

THE NOW FAMOUS LIVINGSTON PRE-RECORDED TAPES
FROM ANY MEMBER DEALER OR DIRECT FROM LIVINGSTON
OF

HOW THE TAPE CLUB OPERATES
1-Send in the coupon below with your membership fee

WHY THE LIVINGSTON TAPE CLUB?
Nobody questions the superiority of music on tape.
However, everyone wishes the prices were lower.
DO WE!

SO

Your repeated requests for such a plan, plus

of six dollars through your favorite dealer or direct
to Livingston.
2-You will receive the new MASTER TAPE CATALOG
LISTING OVER 130 TITLES to choose from (all are
available in dual track and many of them are full
track and BINAI,RAL).

3-Also,

you receive coupons which entitle you to purchase 25 tapes at the special club prices listed below.
YOU CAN BUY THESE TAPES WHEN YOU WISH,
WHERE YOU WISH AND SELECT ANY TAPE YOU
WISH.

the fact that a known membership means reduced costs,
make it possible to pass these savings on to YOU.

(Normally, non-members purchase 5" dual track reels 3t $6.00 ea., 7" dual track at

4507

(

tD.T.hr.)
/z

D.T.
(1

hr.l

2.00 ea. and 7" binaural at $10.0G)

aa7

MEMBERS OF THE LIVINGSTON TAPE CLUB WILL PAY

S"

$1

$9,

ONLY-

(S ackedinauralor

Staggered head)

50

(All tapes recorded at 7.5 inches per second.)

Your Membership Gives You
1. Savings up to 575.00 and, at last, PRE-RECORDED
TAPES AT A PRICE ANYONE CAN AFFORD.

2. Preferred delivery and advance access to new releases.

3. AN ENROI.LMENT BONUS of a

FREE

year's subscription

to TAPE RECORDING MAGAZINE. If you are already
a

subscriber your subscription will be extended for

one year.

LIVINGSTON ELECTRONIC CORP.
Livingston. New Jersey
Enclosed please find check or money order for Six Dollars as membership fee in the LIVINGSTON TAPE CLUB. Please send Catalog,
Club Purchase Coupons and Tape Recording Magazine (please
check-New Sub.
Extend present Sub.
to the address below.
Send Catalog and address of nearest dealer where I can enroll in
the club and audition tapes.

,

)

Name
Address

City

Zone

....State

Equipment used

9

Jazz Showcase
Sir Charles Thompson Sextet
A -V Tape Libraries, Inc.
AV -702 B

''HIGH FIDELITY

From your HOME TAPE RECORDER

ew PENTRON

70 thru

FROM

15,000 cycles
at 7.5 I.P.S. to
Input of Home
Music System

,

}

DYNAMII

h4

CONVERSION KIT
FOR YOUR Pentron, Revere, RCA,

't

Wilcox Gay, Knight, Concertone, etc.
Writer DYNAMO, Maico Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

JOIN THE
RECORDED

TAPE OF
MONTH

THE

CLUB

AND SAVE!
Now

.

.

cord ings

.

the finest fidelity re -

exclusively on tape
through the Tape of The Month
Club.

EVERY month the club selects a
new recording as its tame of the
month, and makes it available ea,

elusively to club members. Each
member receives a FREE 4" preview
and hears the selection
before buying. Full tapes cost club
members only $5.95.
.

MEMBERSHIP

dues are only
for one year. Members eet 12
pre-view tapes AND ARE UNDER
NO OBLIGATION TO B U Y
$5.00

MONTHLY SELECTIONS'

MEMBERS receive

a

FREE

BONUS tape
of their .election
with every 4th tape of the
.

.

.

month purchased'
SEE

US

-

AT THE AUDIO FAIR

Oct. 13 to 16
HOTEL NEW YORKER-ROOM 545
RECORDED

TAPE OF THE MONTH

CLUB

P.O. Box 195, Dept. TF-1
Radio City Post Office, New York. N. Y.

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW!
RECORDED TAPE OF MONTH CLUB, DEPT. TF-1

P.O. Box 195
Radio City Post Office, New York, N. Y.
Please enroll me as a member. Enclosed is
ury #5 dues for one year. I look forward to
My 12 pre.riews and understand I am under
no obligation to buy monthly tapes.
Encloser) please find Ct cents. Send me the
next pre -clew. If I am satisfied I tri II Min
the club for an additional $4.50 for the nest
II months, iotb no ohlluarl,,n to Mir full

Sir Charles is not a member of the nobility as one might expect, but rather a pretty
talented pianist from Independence, Kansas. "Chase" was dubbed "Sir Charles" at
Cafe Society in New York in 1941. The
,tame stuck as did the titles of Basic, Oliver
and Ellington. Now that we have this cleared
up let's talk about the tape.
This A -V Vanguard recording is pure
creative jazz. The members of the Sextet
played together for the first time at the
recording session which adds an element of
surprise and feeling of spontaneity that cannot he achieved with organized groups.
This music itself is in the completely
modern jazz idiom and features in addition
to Thompson, Joe Newman on trumpet,
Benny Powell on trombone, both of whom
are side-men with the Count Basic orchestra. Also Pete Brown, alto sax, Osie Johnson. drums and Gene Ramey, bass.
The recording was produced in cooperation with Down Beat Magazine and was
supervised by the noted jazz critic and commentator, John Hammond. The recording
hall was chosen for its fine acoustic properties and the equipment used was that
normally used to record the finest symphony
orchestras. (Ampex, Altec and Telefunken )
If you are scared by the word "Bop"
don't be, this is wonderful music and for
jazz enthusiasts a thrilling listening experience quite reminiscent of the Jazz At The
Philharmonic recordings without the exuberant audience noises. "For The Ears" is
a
masterpiece of musical improvisation
lasting twelve minutes.
The fidelity is as high as one could possibly get and as the recording level on the
tape is high it is unlikely that one will hear
excess noise even on a poor machine. A
successful recording in every way.

Tape Recorder
with
Unimagic
'

Control

q

- easier than

pushing buttons

Pentron's new Unimagic feather -light
selector lever does everything. The
Pacemaker's 2 hi fi speakers, automatic index counter, instantaneous

Listen to the Hi-Lo's
Frank Comstock and his Orchestra
JAZZTAPE 4002

The Hi-Lo's, in case you haven't been
informed, and I hadn't been, is a vocal quartet and, in my opinion, ten successive selections by a vocal quartet is pretty much to
take at one sitting. However, this is just my
opinion, and
must admit if you have to
ta'<e it, this is a pretty good one to ta'te.
Ably backed by Frank Comstock and his
orchestra they romp through ten old standards including that ubiquitous "Speak Low"
again. The Gene Puerling arrangements
help considerably to provide a warm aoproach for these four young men. They
sing with a rare verve and excellent phras-

braking, brilliant functional styling,
and other features add up to the
recorder you've dreamed of
it today!

...

See

I

f*lf

PENTRON
.

'.

PACEMAKER

'1895°
others,

J

ing.

1129.50 to 1249.50
Free Reel

of New Pentron

Jazz fans should not be misled by the
Jazzrape label; it is good popular music, but
not jazz.

Recorded Tope.

monthly tap's.

Folk Songs and Ballads
Susan Reed Sings "Old Airs"
A -V Tape Libraries, Inc.

NAME

ADDRESS
CITY
N.Y.C. please add

lo

AV -B01
ZONE
30/e

....STATE

sales tax to

all remittances

J

PENTRON
10355

B

I
don't know that placing Susan Reed
among the popular music tapes is a good

PENTRON CORPORATION
,

787 Tripp Ave., Chicago 24, Ill.
Canada: Atlas Rodio, Ltd., Toronto

n

1
N

FROtFESSIoÑA
ACETATE

OW GET FLAWLESS

MAGNETIC TAPE
REPRODUCTIONS
REGARDLESS OF
E XPERIENCE OR
RECORDING CONDITIONS

tlICOre
RECORDING

TAPE

Exclusive!
New Self -Threading Reel

í

i
IDE

LATITUDE

TAPE

ENV

1

1

DE

ATITUDE

,1~

enlarges the scope of recording to permit greater
deviation and tolerance never before possible

-

Encore \Vide Latitude tape tlte high fidelity recording tape scientifically developed for brilliant, artistic
sound reproduction
preserves superior 'audio performances. Cheek these extras Encore \\ ide Latitude
Tape gis es y ou:

-

Quality tape-recorded results
Broad plateau bias range
Exceptional abrasion resistance'
Superior frequency response
Top performance regardless of level set
Performs well on any recorder
Greater tensile strength
Unaffected by storage conditions
Consistent mechanical endurance

Prove to yourself Encore's superior

audio qualities dernonstruted
in this exclusive Treasure Tape
SPECIAL MAIL OFFER:
You pay only 59c for this Exclusive Encore
Treasure Tape, "Excerpts from D.Jbbings
Test Tape No. D-110"
THE MEASURE

...

OF YOUR TAPE RECORDER'S PERFORMANCE. Tests for maximum and normal

recording level, rough and fine head
alignment, timing and tape speed, wow
and flutter, signal-tonoise ratio. NOT for
sale anywhere. Obtainable only by mail

TECHNICAL TAPE CORP., Morris Heights, New York 53, N. Y.
Please send me Treasure Tape "Excerpts from Dubbings Test
Tape No. D-110". Enclosed is 59c plus 10c for postage and
handling.
Dept. T-9

NAME.
ADDRESS-

CITYSTATE
TECHNICAL TAPE CORP., Morris Heights, New York 53, N. Y.
lDistributed in Canada by Canadian Technical Tape Ltd., 5541 Papineau Ave., Montreal, Canada

a

W,

íh

size ahd cost,

Big
ih performanc,e

categorization except that the songs were
popular for a long, long time, are popular
now and will be popular forevermore.
Miss Reed sings these old airs from Ireland, Scotland and England as if she loved
and cherished each one of them. Her voice
is a very clear and pleasant one indeed,
and she accompanies herself expertly on a
variety of stringed instruments, including
a harp. Truly a delightful selection of folk
songs that should appeal to everyone
Miss Reed writes as well as she sings;
for example, in the program notes she has

MAKE
YOUR

this to say:

"Folk songs are gems of a spontaneous
perential. Each is a kind of pure essence
and while each stands perfectly on its own,
they can be the source from which symphonic and operatic compositions as well as
plays and ballets can be developed. I look
forward to the day when more good composers draw on folk material as Brahms
and Shubert used their native music and
Ralph Vaughn Williams and Aaron Copland have drawn from their inheritance.
The folk song is the spine
the root system of the tree; leaves and blossoms may
grow but the core is still the roots from
which the tree began. I trust that none of
us will grow so far out on the limb that
we forget the basic core which is in the
earth where these songs have sprung."

HIGH

FIDELITY

...

41~4

NEW

TAPE RECORDER
MICROPHONE
Here's a new standard for high fidelity
for the home or small
convenience

...

studio. Attractively styled, and available in matching colors, this sensational new lightweight champ delivers
a heavyweight performance throughout
the entire tone range. Omni -directional
pick-up pattern provides uniform fidelity when more than one performer or
participant Is being recorded at one
time.
Versatility underscores the modern
functionalism of this new design. It
weighs only 2 ounces, only 31552 x 21/4 x
6144 inches in size .
. can be easily
handled and used by standing persons,
or it can be rested on a flat surface for
conference type pick-up such as conference recording.
Quality in construction means quality
in tonal reproduction. The microphone
element is shielded, with very low hum
pick-up. Model B-203, ceramic type,
and Model X-203, crystal type are both
available with RCA type or miniature
phone plugs.
For high fidelity sound that is reproduced to last, use American tape recorder microphones.

full vision ..
full sound ...
where fidelity
speaks for itself!
.

microphone
company
Ave., Pasadena

1,

Cal.

AN ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH

COMPANY AFFILIATE

12
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Not the first organ to go whumping
through my study, the mighty Wurlitzer is
certainly one of the most impressive. Th"s
is a five -manual organ, one of three built
by Wurlitzer. Each manual has 61 keys
making a total of 305 keys on the instrument. It has 256 stops and thousands of
pines and percussions. What a pity that Mi
Kibbee only has two hands and feet!
He makes good use of his limited extremities, however, as he expertly interprets
selections by Rodgers and Hart. p tr the
music is only incidental here, the organ is
the real attention getter. The frequency
range is from 30 cycles to 16,000 cycles
per second and several of the low pedal
notes on this recording are actually 30
cycle notes. Well, go ahead and measure
them then!
I
can't help but wonder when listening
to this, how far Wuriitzer would have gone
with these organs had not sound movies
come along?

331/3, 45

or 78 rpm

r

FROM YOUR FAVORITE

HIGH FIDELITY
TAPE RECORDINGS

J
WITH THE

RE.K-O-KUT

AND PLAY THEM BACK
ON ANY PHONO, SYSTEM

Paris Midnight
I lane
Sinns with the Boheme
A -V Tape Libraries, Inc.
AV -405 B

Bar Trio

forty minute trip to Paris. Wei!. at
least a side street bistro in Paris. Here
is the music of Paris as I remember tt. The
sultry -voiced singer, an accordion and the
pianist that makes you feel that he is quite
a bit better than the place in which he is
playing. Liane should find more favor with
American audiences than even Edith Pia(
did; her voice is less **street song" and more
drawing room in quality. Something like
Rosemary Clooney imitating Marlene Dietrich.
A

Anieuw4,
370 South Fair Oaks

Mighty Wurlitzer Pipe Organ
Gordon Kibbee, Organist
OMEGATAPE 7009
Delux Series

RECORDS

REK-O-KUT Company Dept. DJ -24
38-01 Queens Boulevard

long Island City 1, N. Y.
Send me complete details about the
Challenger professional type, portable
Recorder and Playback Phonograph. Also
include literature covering:
Rondine 12 -inch Turntables
Portable Phonograph Units
Name-.

..

Address..............
City...

MyDealer

................ _................. ..._...-.....
...

_.......... _.. _._............ _..... _.....,

....Ione.._....Slate
is ................._._..................._................

The selections are paired off into one
instrumental for every vocal and I have my
favorite of each; the instrumental "La
Ronde' and the vocal, "La Seine."
There is one prime difference between
hearing this tape and hearing Liane in person; in person you could never get this

F

)

NOW...ADD TAPE
to your hi-fi system!

close!

-

Organ Specialties
Ralph Bonds

CONSOLE RECORDING STUDIO (Wayne,
Pa.) REEL NO. I

An uncommonly good electric Organ recording by this small, independent recording studio. So good, in fact, that it is impossible, on my equipment, ro distinguish it
from the original.
Although recorded in the currently popular multiple track manner, it does not sound
tricked -up, nor flashy. Good, full arrangements of standard pop tunes.
Designed specifically to be played through
the Hammond Organ circuit, it sounds equally good on any equipment with properly
shaded tone controls. Would make wonderful background music, and is a reel to which
you will enjoy listening many times.
The Roger

1

:=--- 7

F.1/f

tri

.-174.."

.:

`'

jitr-,,,,
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Wagner Chorale

Sings Folk Tunes

OMEGATAPE

6003

see this album in your
favorite store, you will notice that the
Chorale as pictured in Hollywood Bowl
appears to be quite large, something you
will not find inside the box. The group recorded sounds quite small, quite good but
quite small.
This Choir has won many awards and
international acclaim. In 1952 it was adjudged the best acappella group to make
a recording. The group appears in numerous films including the current "The Egyptian," "Desiree" and "Day of Triumph."
Singing a collection of folk tunes from
around the world they present a high
degree of virtuosity. However, after hearing them sing the Welsh folk tune "All
Through The Night" I was tempted to listen to the John Halloran Choir of Chicago
sing the same thing, and did. Virtuosity or
not, like the Halloran Choir better. Their
approach seemed better disciplined and
more highly stylized. Listen yourself next
time you go to the store.

If you should

the

DAYSTR OM
'

SHOW
Beginning September 5, Webcor will
sponsor the popular Tony Martin show on
alternate weeks with a "cross -plug" that will
give them commercials each week for the
following 26 weeks. Martin, who is one of
the country's most popular recording artists
and whose motion picture, night club appearances and TV performances have won
a large following, will personally demon strate Webcnr tape recorders. phonographs
and diskchangers on the program. The show
will be carried by a 77 station NBC network. Consult your local paper for time and
station. This is the first time that recorders
will have been demonstrated on a national
network on a consistent basis and should add
to the growing army of tape recorder
owners.

is engineered
ed to give

/ eViest

quality sound at lowest cost

1

WEBCOR SPONSORS TONY MARTIN

904

,

'

Now you can enhance the enjoyable hours with your "Hi -Fi" system
by completing it with the greatest form of musical reproduction-true
high fidelity tape. And you can do it at a surprisingly low cost.
The I)aystrom CREST'SVOOD 404 Tape Recorder alune, in its
price class, provides fu,l "1 -1i -Fi" response (30 to 15,000 cycles at 7%
inch tape speed), smoothest tape movement, freedom from vibration,
the absolute minimum of wow and flutter (less than 0.3% at 7% inch
tape speed) and two speeds (7% and 314) for maximum versatility.
Original sound quality is preserved by use of the finest components,
and playback characteristics are not limited by a built-in amplifier.
As a result, the full range of your "1-1i -Fi" System is utilized.
Listen to the Daystrom CRESTWOOI) 404 at your dealer's today.
!.'srnpnre and let your ears tell you the difference!

Audiophile Net Prices
Model 404 with standard case

$229.50
Model 404 less case
$214.50
Model 402 (companion power amplifier and
extended range speaker)
$100.00
(Prices slightly higher in Denver and west)
-

.

.

r

.

DAYSTRDM_ ELECTRIC CORP.

Dept. 122
753 Mcin Street, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Please send me complete information
on 1)arstrom CRESI'1VOOD Model 404.
Would use in "Hi -Fi' System
For use with 402 Amplifier and Speaker

.

I)AYSTROM

0

Natne of nearest CRESTWOOD dealer

Name
St reef

OAYSTROM ELECTRIC CORP.
POUGHKEEPSIE. N. Y.

City

State

L
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QUADRUPLE YOUR MONEY
PLUS A

FREE SAMPLE
Approved by Leading Tape & Recorder Mfrs.
FOR
fait
to`oo

oT/oatiots

5/NGL
TRACK

OOAL

TR.GK

'o

ti

1;

for changing your storage battery current to

t,

A.C.'r 0«.4Cliold
121'

ELECTRICITY

fitKvu,lse2e
in your
own car!

2",

y

aN

Webster -Chicago Corporation, 5610 W.
Bloomingdale Ave., Chicago 39, III., has
announced the 1956 Webcor Royal tape
recorder. This machine has two motors and
two recording heads, a new Veeder Root
counter to simplify editing and locating

_

contents of the reel, 112 and 33/4 ips speeds,
and it is equipped with a wide-range crystal -type microphone. It also has an input
jack, plays hack through its own hi -ti amplifier or may be used with separate external speaker, and a monitor position permits listening to what is being recorded or
use of the recorder as a public address system. The Royal is in a luggage type case
covered in ebony pyroxylin with gold metal
speaker grill and trim and is priced at
$219.95. For complete details, write to

,

1+1,Á

mounted
out of sight.,
under dash
or in trunk

\Velcor. above

address.

e4Cf or

_

,

D1SC

ATTA -GLANCE DISCS
give you easy indexing and cataloging right
on top of your reel for fast selection of all
recordings. Repeat orders from satisfied customers prove the discs are good.
Send for a FREE SAMPLE 5" or 7" Disc
today. Enclose a 24 stamp for Uncle Sam.
We will QUADRUPLE your stamp money
if for any reason you are not satisfied.
For our satisfied customers who need no
guarantee
5" or 7" Discs
8 for only 51.00

-

Dealer

-

Postage Prepaid

inquiries Welcomed

HALVICK INDUSTRIES
139 Miller Ave., Mill Valley, Calif.

TAPE RECORDERS

EMC PLAYBACK

compartment!

(r-::v

A

new completely self-contained tape
playback machine has been introduced by

ENSlo
IkSOPEATRS INVERTERS
especially designed for operating
standard 110 volt A. C. ,
.

TAPE RECORDERS

DICTATING MACHINES

WIRE RECORDERS

ELECTRIC RAZORS

for

See

OUTDOOR MEN

SALESMEN

REPORTERS

PUBLIC OFFICIALS

FIELD INSPECTORS

POLICEMEN

DOCTORS

FIREMEN

LAWYERS, ETC.

vows 1,3641 oz unete

1/NEW

"A"

EXECUTIVES

y

MODELS

Battery Ellmineters,

NEW

DESIGNS

DC -AC

V/NEW

Inverters,

ptetoty
t,
LITERATURE

Auto Radio Vibrators

AMERICAN TELEVISION t RADIO CO.
AIRZusl/1y

SAINT PAUL
14

Pso./. eel
1,

Sty« /931

MINNESOTA, U.

S.

A.

I

EMC Recordings Corporation. 806 East 7th
Street, St. Paul 6, Minn. This instrument
is available in three models, all of which
employ identical mechanisms with two
simple controls for operation. Model 375
has a speed of 35/4 ips, frequency response
of 100-5000 cps, 35 db signal to noise
ratio, less than 5% distortion at peak cut put, and less than .50% wow and flutter.
Models 750 and 1000 both have a speed
of 71 ips, frequency response of 80-8000
cps. 38 db signal to noise ratio, less than
5° distortion at peak output, and less than
.30% wow and flutter. All three machines
contain a 5" PM round speaker, have a dual
track head, take 7" maximum reel size, are
supplied with an output jack, and are attractively styled. These playbacks are priced
at 579.95 and additional information is
available from EMC Recordings.

CHOOSE FROM
FAMOUS MAKES

15

Here is the source you've perhaps been

looking for . .
one specialized studio
front which you can get the service, selection and the help you need in choosing
your tape recorder. You can take your
pick from 15 top brands-inexpensive
units for home use, or the finest professional equipment. There's everything you
need in accessories, too--tape, amplifier,
peaker/. tuners. No problem with trade.
ins, either: well he glad to quote a generom al lossairee on your old equipment.
If you're not sure which recorder to
buy of the many stakes available, ask us
for help. We've used them all in our
recording studios and know the virtues
of each from long experience.
.

Send

for free Illustrated brochures.

BOYNTON STUDIO
10 PENNSYLVANIA AVE.
TUCKAHOE, NEW YORK

DEPT. 309

ROBINS SPLICER

New VU Magnemi'te*
J++/.._-w.._

Spring -Motor
Battery -Operated
Portable Tape Recorder

Robins

Industries Corp.,

41-0$

Bell

Blvd., Bayside 61, N.Y., is producing a
cutter -splicer designed for repairing and
editing computer, T\, industrial and special
purpose tapes. Models of this splicer are
available for h", 1/2", ?g" 3j" and 1"
wide tapes. The unit contains a knob con-

Now you can consistently make professional
recordings under the most gruelling field conditions. Tapes will faultlessly play back on all
professional and home recorders. Ruggedly
designed for maximum dependability and topnotch efficiency. Combines unlimited versatility
of performance with extreme simplicity of operation. Choice of fourteen models available
for every conceivable application.

trolled cutter carriage. With the knob moved
to the back, the tape in the guide is cut
diagonally; and with it moved forward, the
splice is trimmed parallel to the tape (two
concave cuts are made in the tape edges at
the splice). Toggle acting pressure fingers
hold the tape ends to be spliced in the tape
guide, and the whole unit is mounted on a
heavy cast base for bench use, but may be
removed for mounting directly on a recording machine. Write to Robins Industries
for complete information and price.

Incorporates a multi -purpose VU monitoring
meter for precise setting of recording level
without earphone monitoring. Meter also accurately indicates condition of "A" and "B"
batteries. Five single speeds as well os two,
three and 4 -speed models available. Units
weigh only 19 lbs. with batteries and measure
bth" x 91/2" a 104". Higher speed models.
meet NARTB standards. All recorders are
guaranteed for One Full Year.

"it's

-t

v

ref us

of AMERICA
Y. 13,

N.

at Recording
-say actual users* in

Reproduces vocals and instruments in

their true color."

Orchestra Leader, Ohio

"Wonderful for wire recording purposes
and P.A. use. I use it mainly for recording."
Sound Serriro..l/assachusetts

S OLDEST

.

SCHOOL-.

..

"Used for recording organ munir. Perf))rmance is very satisfactory; especially

.

good on

Reroofing Professional, Colorado

.

"Very good output and fidelity. Used
for recording for broadcast purposes."
Producer and Director, Canada

newscasters, and disc jock-

fabulous. Train now
for one of these glamorous
while
the demand is
jobs
at its highest. Many more
jobs than applicants means immediate placement
after your
MIDWESTERN extension course.
Personal "Tape" contact with
your instructor. Two weeks resi
dent study at end of course. Write
now for details.
eys are

Amateur, Nevr York

Model

RECORDER

CATALOG #117.

The Educorder Dual Model M-7 is being
marketed by Educational Laboratories, Inc.,
182i Jefferson Place. N.W., Washington 6,
D.C. This recorder has been designed especially m meet the various needs of the
teaching profession. It has speeds of 33
and 714 ips, frequency response to 7,500
cycles at 71/2 ips, two separate channels.
two independently operated amplifiers and
wow and
record -play -erase heads, 11.5
flutter at 7%2 ips, fast forward and fast rewind. .10 db signal to noise ra:io, separate
neon recording level indicators for each
channel, standard telephone jack input for
each channel, three output connections, and
is offered in the same compact case typical
of a standard half-track machine. The machine is priced at 5295. f.o.b. Washington,
D.C. For additional information. contact
Educational Laboratories.

RECORDS FROM YOUR TAPES
Perfect Gifts!

I

"51"

Sonodyne

List Price $47.50

Available at
Shure Distributors Everywhere!
individual names
available on
request.

SNORE_

\SHURE BROTHERS, Inc.

c

MIDWESTERN BROADCASTING SCHOOL, Dept. 20
228 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago 4, Illinois

RECORDED PUBLICATIONS COMPANY
166E-70 Pierce Awe., Camden 5, New Jersey

comments in the nhowing of motion pie.

tures."

Yes, your entire course is conducted in the privacy of your home, at your learning speed. Your
assignments recorded on tape. Recorded criticisms and demonstrations returned by YOUR
O\X N instructor on same tape. All instructors
top professionals. Send today for EXTENSION

Weddings, meetings, memorable evens rerecorded on permanent discs, all speeds, any
quantity.
write for free folder and prices

"Excellent results in recording and for

'se

LEARN AT HOME WITH YOUR

Ideal Money Makers!

high.."

r'J,:.

Earnings of Radio and TV
sportscasters.
an ouncers,

TAPE

...

"The best mike made for band work.

}r`l I

sF1baR

ANAMERICA
BROADCASTING

the field

makes, I have selected the 'SI. (or Square Dance calling.
It gets very rough 'sage and is always
ready to go."
Square Dance Caller, California

t4t

&TV:

Time"

"Alter using all other

.c

OPPORTUNITIES UNLIMITED

MICROPHONE

and here are a few reasons why

EDUCORDER DUAL

Y.

roe Os.

DYNAMIC

MULTI -IMPEDANCE

For complete technical specifications and
direct factory prices write to Dept. TR:

AMPLIFIER CORP.
398 Broadway, N.
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MICROPHONES and ACOUSTIC DEVICES
225 West Huron St., Chicago 10, Illinoit
Cable Address: SHUREMICRO
Please eeud rue
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TAPES TO THE EDITOR
When sending tapes to the editor please use the 3" reel and indicate the speed al which it was
recorded and whether it is dual or single track. We will listen to your tape, make notes from it for use

uality

in this column and then reply on your tape.

If

you do not own

a

recorder

a

To the Editor:
am not too sure of just how many books
there are in Braille print or what blind
people must do to get them. I am not sure
also as to the talking books I have heard
about and how extensive the variety or accessibility. It has occurred to me that perhaps there is a vast field here that could
be improved with a tape fan's charity. If
the blind people would like the idea, why
not let them contact the tape clubs or this
magazine and let those tape owners know
that they have a set available. Tape members with eyes read books and magazines
anyway. Why not record the things they
read for blind friends and (matching tastes
of reading matter perhaps with the reader
and listener) keep a weekly reading session
for them. I personally would like to share
my enjoyment of Dickens and the rest of
the classics with those who would like to
read them and can't.-Peter Alberas, Portland, Oregon.
I

1!.:

has a fine idea and we feel
that it should be done on a local rather
than a national basis. The talking book
library and the books in Braile are supported by the Federal Government, even
to free postage, and we understand the
library is quite extensive. However, current
material would be of great interest to the
blind and we would suggest that those interested in putting their recorders to such
a worthy use contact their local associations
for the blind who, use are sure, would be
more than willing to assist in the project.
,

The Turner Chief
Ideal original or replacement mike
for recorders
The Turner Chief is offered with a crystal, ceramic or magnetic interior. Chief
Model 808 has moisture sealed crystal,
fine blast proof performance. Chief Model
809 has magnetic interior for ruggedness,
good performance and resistance to high
humidity and heat. Chief Model 807,

with ceramic interior, has heat and humidity resistance at a lower cost. All base
compactness and good looks demanded
of a good home recording microphone.
Model 808 Crystal & Model 807
Ceramic
List Price $10.85
Model S-808 Crystal & Model
S-807 Ceramic (with on -off
slide switch)
List Price $12.85
Model 809 Magnetic
List Price $14.95
Model S-809 Magnetic (with on off slide switch)
List Price $16.95
your dealer or
clip the handy coupon for more information
See

i

COMPANY
948 17th St., N.E.

Cedar Rapids, la.
Send complete information immediately
on the Turner Chief, Model 807, 808,

and 809.
NAME

ADDRESS_

CITY.
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Address tapes or letters to: The Editor,

Film and TAPE RECORDING, Severna Park, Md.

ceow C041

L- - - -

Please keep tapes reasonably brief.

letter will be acceptable.

I

To the Editor:
Your readers in the Midwest might be
interested in knowing that the Henry Ford
Museum, Dearborn, Michigan, has a Mills
Virtuoso similar to the one mentioned in
your June issue.
The machine is in excellent working condition and it has proved to be a very popular
attraction with Museum visitors. The interesting story by Mr. Walter also mentioned
a calliope. Our Museum has an excellent
calliope that was once used by the John
Robinson & King Bros. Circuses. During
this period it was usually played by the
famous E. H. "Deacon" Albright, an oldtime master of the steam whistle.
For any of your readers who might be
interested in seeing the above mentioned
pieces, the Museum is open every day of the
year from 9:00 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. We are
located only 12 miles from Detroit.-David
III. Krupp, Publicity Manager, henry Ford
Museum and Greenfield Village, Dearborn,
Michigan.

To the Editor:
1 would like to suggest that the work of
the various committees of the Magnetic
Recording Industry Association be published

in TAPE RECORDING when the work has
been completed.
feel that it would be of
great value to the readers. I have found that
if a recorder has both bass and playback
controls it is relatively easy to obtain the
proper balance when a tape has been recorded on one machine and played back on
another. I have also found that if the bass is
cut on recording, and if necessary, the treble
cut on playback, will give excellent results.
-Ray Wensman KRLP, Clarkston, Wash1

ington.
To the Editor:
We would like to correct a mis -statement
which appeared in your August issue (under
"New Product Report," page 42.)
The article stated that the DeJur-Amsco
Stenorette dictating machine was the first ro
use regular !, -inch magnetic tape. The
Permoflux "Scribe" dictating machine uses
t -inch magnetic tape and has been on the
market for a number of years.
The article also implied that the Stenorette is the only machine that can be used
for dictation and transcription. Our units
always have had this dual -function feature.
The tape is housed in a magazine, which
can be removed as a unit for use on a transcribing machine, or may be left on the machine if the same unit is used for both dictation and transcription.-Laurence Al. Eugene, Advertising and Sales Promotion Manager.
To the Editor:
For a long time the idea of recording
books on tape has intrigued me. Imagine
stretching out on the sofa or in bed after
a hard day's work and enjoying a good
book with your eyes closed and resting.
This would be especially appreciated by those
of us who work with our eyes, as most of
us do today.
Some 25 years ago, I began building a
small personal library of books which interest me. They now total about 500 volumes,
mostly travel and biographical subjects.
There are books which can read again and
again but I find that time has caught up
with me and my eyes suffer when I read for
a short length of time.
It should be practical to pay some high
school boy or girl to read these books onto
tape. Then I could listen to literature with
an earphone without disturbing anyone.
Years ago literature was put on discs for the
blind but why should we wait to become
almonst blind before availing ourselves of
the advantages of listening to good books
instead of staring at page after page of eye straining print. Since the tape manufacturers
are in the business of selling tape, they
should welcome a new avenue of sales possibilities-John H. Reuther, Waco, Texas.
Sounds like a fine idea to us. Anyone
else care to comment? Ed.
I

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

EXTRAORDINARY

Questions for this department may be sent on tape or by means of

a

postcard or letter.

Please address your queries to, "Questions and Answers," Filn and TAPE RECORDING,
Severna Park, Maryland.

The

most interesting and widely

used in this department and all inquiries will receive

have heard that there is a recording
device which automatically answers the
phone and records the messages for you.
Could you please give me the name and
address of the maker of such a machine and
where I could purchase it?-H.F.hl., 1/arun1

dale, Md.
AThe machine is known as the 1-B Answering Recorder and is rented, not sold,
by the telephone company. This recorder
meets all the FCC requirements relative to
recording from the phone wires. Your local
telephone business office can give you the
details.
have my recorder and hi-fi unit
U arranged so 1 can record without the use
of a mike from the radio or phonograph.
Playback from the tape also can be made
through the system or the tape recorder's
speakers. Recently I was recording the Band
of America writh the above -mentioned
I

arrangement. That's where the trouble
started. First I had to turn the volume on
my recorder nearly completely on. Next,
when I began to play back the recordings
(this is the best of all) I found that every
word spoken and every little noise that was
made while I was recording was picked up
on the tape. You figure it out. I can't.L.A.B., Reading, Pennsylvania.

AWithout knowing just what connection
you have rigged between your recorder
and the radio we would think it was to
the speaker. In such case, the speaker was
also acting as a microphone. A dynamic
speaker has that characteristic and is built
in the same way as a dynamic mike. So
any noises you made in the room were
added to the tape by the speaker in addition to the music the speaker was reproducing, the noise being superimposed by
the speaker. Il"e would suggest you make
your recording takeoff at the volume control as shown in the last issue of TAPE
RECORDING. We believe you'll find this
superior to making a pickup from the
speaker terminals.
I

I

have always noticed that whenever
make a tape recording outdoors,

which is quite often, a very undesirable hum
is produced in the recording. I usually use
about 30 feet of mike cable and a crystal
or dynamic microphone. I would appreciate
it very much if you could give me some
hints concerning outdoor recordings. I
would imagine my trouble has something
to do with being grounded to the earth
that makes the hum. Could it be affected
by the type of cable used?-J.R.S., Kansas
City, Kansas.

Using high impedance mikes, there is a
PI
possibility that you are using single conductor co -axial microphone cable. If
such is the case it is absolutely necessary

a

TONE QUALITY

applicable questions will be

tape or letter reply.

hear the

that you have the case of the microphone,
as well as one side of the mike output connected to the shield of the cable. The hot
side of the microphone output should go
through the center of the cable. If the connection points are not marked, try switching
leads until you get rid of the hum. If you
are using dual conductor cable and a
grounded type mike, you should connect
both sides to the mike output and the shield
to the microphone framework. Always make
sure that the microphone framework is connected through the shield to the chassis
ground of the recorder.
have had my tape recorder for only
U a month and after reading my first copy
of your magazine I came across two words
I do not understand. Could you please tell
me what is meant by the following:
Monaural, Binaural. I checked Webster but
could not find any mention of either of
these two words.-F. J. W.,Collingdale, Pa.
I

FME
TAPE RECORDER

'

i\

o-

then
decide!
Vó
speed,

dual -

I

to sound heard front a
single sorce, such as the groove on a
phonograph record or one track of a tape.
Even though the recording might have been
made with more than one mike and played
back through more than one speaker, it is
still monaural or "one -eared" sound. Binaural, as the word implies is "two -eared"
sound and is reproduced from two or more
channels on a record or tape. From the recording to the playback, there are at least two
separate mikes, recording heads, and playback systems. This recreates the original
sound. We would suggest you read the article beginning on page 29 of this issue.

]rack

AMonaural refers

LII

am interested in buying for myself a

tape recorder. I am going to use it for
normal home use; recording from the radio.
listening to my piano playing, etc. But I
am confused on which to buy-there seems
to be so many on the market.-A. K..

Collinsville, Conn.

would suggest that you write to
whose advertising appears in
Tape Recording and request data on the
machines. Front this you can decide which
best fits your particular needs and pocketbook. The firms which advertise in. Tape
Recording are reliable and are industry
leaders.

A-Ve
the firms

Where

does one get parabolic reflectors
for microphone work? I have not seen
any advertisements in catalogs oc electronic
or mechanical magazines.-D. G. P., Port-

U

land, Oregon.

AThe C. IV. Torngren, Co., 35 Skilton
Ave., Somerville 45, Mass., makes a complete line of reflectors for microphones. We
would suggest you write to them for details and a price list. Mention this magazine.

-

Let your own ears be the judge
we'll welcome your verdict. And you'll
probably end up the happy owner of
an FME Tape Recorder.
«e'll admit you don't expect to
find a sensitive instrument with its
clear, realistic tone at the FME's
surprisingly low price. The FME is
indisputably the value leader in its
price class.
With rugged, precision construction
and smooth, simple operation, the
FME rates at the top in ease of handling. Fast forward and rewind, sepa-

-

rate volume and tone controls. It
records and plays dual track at 3%
or 71/2 IPS with extraordinary tone
and fidelity.

PLUS FEATURES
Response from 50 to 12000 cps.
Less than 0.5% flutter or wow.
Signal to noise ratio is 43 dlr.
Iligh fidelity ceramic microphone.
Improved rumble -free drive.
Simple, single knob control.
Takes all reels to 7 inches.
No tape breakage even with the
new thinner tapes.
Instant stop lever for hand or
foot pedal operation.
Only S139.95. Complete with ceramic
microphone, reel of magnetic tape,
take-up reel, power cord and plug.
L-42

FEDERAL MANUFACTURING

AND ENGINEERING CORP.
213 Steuben Street, Brooklyn 5, N.
EXPORT DIVISION;
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St., N.Y. 7, N.Y.
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control unit is in the living room. Here the Schafers have three recorders running and they are set-up so *hey can take AM, FM
programs off the air. Earphones are used for monitoring each system. The "control board" is on the first shelf next fo the TV set.

The master

or

TV

MEET MR. BLOOPER
...

The inside story of Radio -TV producer Kermit Schafer's fabulous

Blooper collection

...

his tape recorders

... and

his listening Post.

BY

FRANKLIN D, DAVIES
Photos by Philip Camnraratu

on a hill overlooking the Ramapo Mountains in
Central Valley, New York, sits a modern redwtxxl
house which is the home of Radio -TV producer, Kermit Schafer. The attractive and interesting home has become a veritable listening post for radio and TV bloopers.
On a visit inside you will see a battery of built-in tape
recorders which are constantly in operation in the process
of monitoring several programs simultaneously. This equipment doesn't interfere with the convenience of modern
H1GH

20

living

as it is all functionally built in to go with the rest
of the modern furnishings. With all of this equipment
Kermit Schafer, or "Mr. Blooper," as he is sometimes referred to, capitalizes on the mistakes of others.
In his living room, which he calls the master control
room, he has a custom-built Craftsman TV, a Pilot AM -FM
Tuner, a Webcor tape -recorder looted in a drawer, and
two RCA tape-recorders below. Separate antennas are employed for AM -FM and TV, as programs from each of
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Shown high on a hill top in Central Valley, New York .s Kermit
Schafer's beautiful, modern redwood home. Thí_ house ís a veritable
listening post and monitoring station for radio and television Bloopers. The high location is an aid to good radio and TV reception.
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weather outdoor listening is the rule. Both the terrace,
above, and the garden, be!ow, are wired for sound. Tapes are reviewed the day after they have bean recorded. Clock radios Turn on
the recorders when the Schafers ere not at home to tape a program.
In good

.-1:-- .a,. ..%. l,y,

-writ''- 11s'2'W'=

systems can be recorded simultaneously. Toggle
switches are mounted on a master switchboard located in
these

,

1.,

two large dummy record albums, to facilitate quick changes
from one system to another.
Also provided is a master monitor system for the purpose
of listening in on programs in the process of being recorded. A number of earphone jacks located in various
positions inside and outside the house provide a means
of monitoring when not actually at the control board. While
this system is used primarily for off -the -air recording, it
also affords excellent high fidelity listening with its Altec
Lansing Duplex speaker. Pilot amplifier, and Garrard
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record -changer.
The audio circuits to the various rooms ate carried
by shielded microphone cable to avoid hum. As most of
the programs where fluffs are likely to occur are more
inch speed on the recorders
speech than music, the
is adequate. After the recordings have been made and auditioned, the desired parts are clipped out and saved. When
album -making time rolls around an intense editing job
must be done from the rough cuts. As all the recording is
dual track, it is sometimes necessary to dub one track to
another [ape to save the material.
After the fine editing is done, the tape goes to the recording company where they make a final dub. bringing
up levels and smoothing over transitions, from which the
disc master is cur.
Some of the recorders are clock -radio controlled to catch
programs while the occupants of the house may be out.
and outlets in the garden and patio permit monitoring
programs or reviewing material while enjoying the out
of doors. A Rotomatic control in the bedroom enables
Schafer to control the TV set from bed.
Until recent years radio and TV performers who made
a verbal fluff on the air were only concerned with the
people who might be listening at the moment. Almost
everyone can remember hearing some such error and en-
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joying it heartily at the time. Radio and TV performers are
nearly letter-perfect that their boners strike us as very
amusing; but now, when someone commits a Blooper on
the air he is less concerned with all the people who heard
it than with the man who might have been listeningthat man being Kermit Schafer.
However, his records are designed ro be funny and
to give the nation a much needed laugh from time :o time
and to date they have proved to be fun, even ro the victim,. Schafer dedicares his Blooper albums to the victims
of these classic boners with the hope that they find consolation and proof that they are nor alone.
radio and TV pro 21
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Kermit Schafer began his career
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ducer, having produced several top radio and TV network
programs. Over the years Mr. Schafer has had experience
in all phases of the industry. As a hobby, he began to collect "fluffs" which had been made by radio and TV performers. He continued his collection during his four years
in the Air Force, and after his return to civilian life. With
the rise of the tape recorder to technical perfection, Schafer
was launched on a new career.
He visualized the attractiveness of his already started
Blooper collection and the role that tape could play in it.
Instead of the cumbersome 16 -inch transcription recordings
which contained most of these precious Bloopers he could
now have all of this material dubbed on to a small compact
roll of tape. He no longer feared playing These transcriptions for tape will not wear out as the discs did with
excessive use. With the stroke of a razor blade on an editing
block he was now able to splice out the desired portions

and splice them together. With the advent of tape, considerable expense was eliminated through the constant reusing of the erased tape.
It occurred to him that the public in general would have
as much fun and entertainment from this unique type of
material as his private circle of friends had had. His collection started with the classic Harry Von Zell fluff introduction in the early days of radio, when he blurted out,
"Ladies and gentlemen, the President of the United States,
Hoobert Heever." The collection continued to include modern-day television.
Schafer has his monitoring system tuned in to particular
types of programs which are most apt to result in Bloopers.
Shows such as audience participation programs (which
are spontaneous) and especially children's shows. We say
"especially," since Schafer believes in the adage: "Out of
the mouths of babes oft times come gems." The former
type of program (Arthur Godfrey, Steve Allen and several
of the top quiz programs) are excellent sources for this type
of material. Art Linkletter, Howdy Doody, Juvenile Jury
are sources of some classics of the latter type of program.
Schafer was the first to dub these twists of the tongue
"Blooper," a word which has already been added to the
American language; and he is rapidly becoming more and
more associated with this term as was the Reverend Spooner
-who was responsible for the word "Spoonerism," i. e.,
Spoonerism: The unintentional transposition of
sounds and letters or of the parts of words in forming
a sentence; as "half-warmed fish" for "half -formed wish"
attributed to nervous tension. So called from William
A. Spooner (1844-1930), warden of New College,
Oxford, England, to whom the practice is commonly
attributed.
-Funk & Wagnall's New Standard
Dictionary of the English Language
Bloopers come in all sorts and sizes. Here are a few from
his vast collection of funnybone ticklers.
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Left: rough editing of the tapes is done in the playroom. Lower left:
all of the material earmarked for possible use is transcribed to paper
to get the necessary clearances and permissions to use it. "Fluffin"
lies on the floor. Below: Schafer takes his recorder along on a
lecture tour and entertains audiences with Bloopers.
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Another view of the terrace showing the view and the Schafers monitoring
recording or listening to be done anywhere.

a

recording. The entire house

wiper'

is

/

wired with audio circuits to allow

GANGSTER: "Okay you rat, I've got you covered and now
I'm going to drill ya."
COMPLETE SILENCE
GANGSTER: ( Realizing that the sound effects man has
run into trouble) "On second thought I'm going to slit your

marriage of the Duck and Doochess of Windsor."

throat!"
TWO SHOTS-The sound man had located his trouble.

and at ringside
straps."

NEWSCASTER: "This report is credited to the president of the British Board of Trade, Sir Stifford Crapps."

DAVID ROSS: "And now we present that great Mexican singing star, Tito Guitar and his guizar."
MILTON CROSS: "The A&P Program, starring Harry
Horlich and his A&G Pippsies."
On "EXPLORING THE UNKNOWN," a science program, Andre Baruch reading a commercial for a large corporation, called it "the largest producers in the United
States of Magnoosium, Aleeminum, and Stool."

ANNOUNCER: "We now bring you Mister Keene,
loser of traced persons."

COMMENTATOR: "All the world was thrilled with the

"And Dad will love Wonder Bread's delicious flavor too.
Remember it's Wonder Bread for the breast in bed."

JIMMY POWERS: "Iis a hot night at the Garden folks.
I see several ladies in gownless evening

As he set about building his collection he culled the
record archives of stations coast to coast and taped some
of the most hilarious Bloopers ever heard in the past 25
years.

Within a short rime Schafer had gleaned enough material
to fill a book called, appropriately enough, "Your Slip is
Showing," published by Grayson. Encouraged by its success
Schafer turned his tape recorders on the next year's outpouring of radio and TV sounds and came up with a record
album called, "Pardon My Blooper," put out by Jubilee
Records. Disk jockeys coast to coast had a field day with
the special edition "air play" copy of the album.
The public reaction to this first album was phenomenal.
Somehow or other, Schafer had managed to tickle the national funny -bone by ribbing some of the most sacrosanct
23
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Left: on vacation, the tape recorder goes along too. The car is equipped with an inverter to provide current so no shows will be missed.
while on the road. Right: at the office there are two recorders which are used for editing tapes and taking shows off the air.

voices heard on radio and television. People enjoyed hearing their favorite announcers and stars take a little slip
on the verbal banana peel. They enjoyed it the more, knowing the material was completely authentic and was presented
with all the facts. In the past a Blooper was so distorted
when it was passed on from one individual to another that
as time wore on any similarity of the garbled Blooper to the
original was purely coincidental.
Some of the nation's top magazines such as Coronet and
Reader's Digest carried excerpts from his collection. Schafer
is now writing a regular monthly exclusive feature on
Bloopers in McCall's Magazine. He is also being booked on
a coast -to -coast lecture tour.
Another Blooper venture is a nationwide television program now in preparation titled, "Spot the Boner," the format
of which is patterned along the "Stop the Music" line,

except that the boner is featured.
Besides listening to Schafer's records and reading his
books, fans send him Blooper items. Very often they will
mail him small pieces of tape with fluffs they have caught.
As Schafer produced more record albums, "Pardon My
Blooper," Vol. 1, 2, and 3, he became nationally known as
the definitive authority on Bloopers, and he is now the
central clearing house for this type of material. People
from all over the world send him verbal boners as well as
recorded ones. In addition to these contributions Schafer
has used his many contacts in the radio and television fields
to secure permission to use original recordings which ordinarily would nor be made available to anyone. Celebrities
call him as soon as they have committed any Bloopers which
will add to his collection. Even Walter Winchell, spotting
a Blooper, relayed in his column: "That hilarious fluff on
Martin Block's ABC program should be included in the
next Blooper album." P. S. It's scheduled for inclusion.
But the greatest part of collecting Bloopers is done by
Schafer himself with the help of his wife, Mickey, a former
Conover photographic model, and a battery of tape recorders. It is quite likely that Schafer uses more tape recorders and tape more often in his work than any other
24

single individual. To make sure that he doesn't miss any
boners committed on the air, Schafer has tape recorders set
up at home in different rooms tuned to all programs that
are likely to result in useful material. He has a tape recorder set up in his car so that he won't miss any possibilities
for his collection when he is traveling. Schafer estimates
that he spends 8 to 10 hours a day listening for boners.
Schafer's "Pardon My Blooper" albums are among the
most successful special material albums ever issued according to recording industry trade papers and some of the
nation's top publications and critics have called it the funniest. The "Pardon My Blooper" series, as with all of the
other Kermit Schafer humor record albums, is high on the
list of records purchased and distributed to members of the
Armed Forces. The Army feels that this type of humor is
an asset in its morale programs.
An announcement is expected shortly which will be of
interest to all tape recorder owners. The "Pardon My
Blooper" series will soon be offered for sale in tape form.
Schafer's success with "Pardon My Blooper" has encouraged him to bring out other albums of material gathered on a tape recorder, for example, "The Best of Candid
Mike" produced in collaboration with Allen Funt on the
Jubilee label. "The Best of Candid Mike" features human
interest items taped from life, and which were featured
on the Radio program. Incidentally, Funt and Schafer grew
up together in Brooklyn, New York, and went to school
together. Little did they realize that they were destined to
grow up to be tape-worms together.
Other Schafer albums released by Jubilee include "Burlesque Show," an album of authentic Burlesque nostalgia
and "Dear Sir," featuring Juliet Lowell's famous collection
of dumb -bell letters to draft boards, and the government.
All tape recording fans are invited to participate in the
quest for new Blooper material. If you catch any, Kermit
Schafer will be happy to hear from you, and if they are
used in any form a credit will be given stating the source.
Send them to Schafer at 45 East 51st Street, N. Y. C.
"To err is human, to forgive divine."-Alexander Pope.
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this tape recorder and projector combination

oily gives the lecture but shows the slides

in

perfect synchronization as well,

just completed a tape -and -slide presentation which is
far better than any of the other dozen or so which I
I. have made within the last two years and which I feel,
embodies the fundamental upon which the popularity of
such programs will grow tremendously within the next
four or five years. It's fully automatic! I can walk into an
auditorium, hook up my automatically controlled equipment, start my tape with its preliminary music and introduction to the subject of the presentation-and then take
a seat in the audience for the next half-hour and enjoy my
own pictures and narrative if want to without touching
either recorder or projector.
Each slide appears on the screen in perfect synchronization with the voice. No discordant ringing of a sell or
clacking of a "cricket" to annoy the audience before each
slide change; no pictures shown on the screen just before
or, more often, just behind when they should appear in
timing with the voice; no disturbing rattling of script
paper in a dark room by the projector operator in his frantic
efforts to show the slides at the proper time; none of that
general "jerkiness" of story from slide to slide or other of
those annoying characteristics which immediately brand a
I

presentation as "rank amateur."
That removal of the "rank amateur" stigma is quite important to me because "amateur" is just what am but
don't want to be called in its derogatory sense. I'm probably the world's worst mechanic-and electronically, I
wouldn't be able to recognize an impedance from a UHF
if they were to jump up into my lap. I'm interested in end
results and I trust the equipment manufacturers implicitly
(with my ignorance, I have to) in providing the machinery
to produce it. You can imagine how fool -proof and easy to-operate equipment has to be for me to operate it and
turn out anything "professional" in character. Yet, with
this automatic combination, I have turned out a production
which is really quite smooth. pleasant-to -take and enjoyable
even to the critical history professors who have seen and
heard it.
You folks who are experienced with tape -and -slide programs-you fellows who have jerked at magazine slide
changers all evening by guess rather than by script because
von couldn't follow script in a dark room-you boys and
1

girls whose faces have turned crimson in the welcome dark
because you have shown a slide upside-down or perhaps
knocked over your carefully stacked pile of slides and gotten
them all out of order-I'd like to tell you enough about
this LaBelle automatic combination to make your mouths
water, hut I won't. The purpose of this article is to tell
you enough about tape -and -slide presentation making to
inspire you to get out your equipment, whatever it is, and
get to work to make one. If you're not a photographer
yourself, get a photographer friend of yours to work with
you in providing the slides. He'll do it-and he'll be just
as interested as you are to see how it all comes out.
There's no end of possibilities for tape-and -slide showings. My very decided feeling is that such presentations
will be quite commonplace within a few years. Manufacturers will be using them to tell groups all over the country how they make their products or how to use them;
they'll be used for sales presentations before Boards of Directors; school children will be learning their history and
geography lessons better because of them; travel agencies
will be selling tours by means of tape -and -slide programs;
libraries will be filing them for reference; they'll be a boon
to program chairmen of various clubs and organizations.
Pages might be filled with a mere listing of occasions where
they will doubtless be used in the quite near future; they
have a logical place in modern communication and they're
fast working themselves into that niche.
Think of the opportunity they offer a manufacturer to
tell a captured audience about his product in a dramatized.
interesting way. For him to present his story by means of
a color movie, it would cost him from $1,000.00 to $1,500.00 per minute. A fifteen minute movie would cost
from $15,000.00 to $20,000.00 and such production costs
are prohibitive to many manufacturers. A tape -and -slide
production which would do him just as much good, including professionally -taken color pictures, models, dramatized action, script writing-the whole thing professionally
done, couldn't cost more than one -tenth that amount.
I made my very first tape -and -slide presentation for the
Community Chest of Annapolis, Maryland. I bought a regular recorder and a new transparency projector for the purpose
then loaned both to them to present the Red Feather story
25

Recording the script on
tape should be done in a

quiet

room

where

there

be no interruptions.
The mike that comes with
the recorder can be placed
on a desk stand such as
this Atlas unit. Shown in
the picture are a record
player and mixer which can
be used to put background
music on the tape behind
the voice. The music may
be brought up to cover
intervals when there is no
speech and reduced in volume when the commentator
talks. The recorder should

will
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Slides may be sorted easily by viewing them against a well lighted
piece of white paper. After they are in order, the script is prepared.
Below: the control button which puts the slide changing signal on
the tape. The signal may be recorded at the same time as the
script or later, as desired. The tape may be played and the signals
recorded as the vcice is head.
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be placed alongside where
the
controls are easily
reached and the recording
level indicator can be seen.
The recorder has a stop
knob which permits stopping and starting the tape
without making clicks in
the recording. The script
should be double-spaced for
easy reading.

of the community to clubs and civic organizations. After
the first showing, word got around by word of mouth about
it-within one month the presentation was shown ro 54
different groups and that year the Chest goal was oversubscribed.
But my "pride and joy" is the one 1 have just completed
with my new automatic recorder and projector combination. This one has been made in collaboration s ith a few
members of the Annapolis Camera Club at the request of
American history classes of the public schools of Anne
Arundel County. Its purpose is to give the young history
students a much more intimare glimpse of the many historic buildings and locations within the old city of Annapolis which in colonial times, was referred to as "the Athens
of America." The children see in full color what the statesmen of the period looked like-actually hear them utter the
sentences which have come down in history-can almost
feel (by means of close-ups) the mellow wood of the
chairs on which they sat. This slow is a "smoothie"-and
it's fully automatic-start it running and forget it for half an -hour. I'm confident that this is the way the best of the
tape -and -slide presentations will be made in the future.
Let me suggest a few basic things which tears, sweat and
cuss words have taught me in my very limited and amateur
experience w ith these tape-and -slide presentations. Before
you do anything at all about one, you should think up a
general plan of what your presentation is supposed to accomplish. Is it going to sell someone on raking a trip to
Monument Park or Atlantic Beach? Is it going to educate
someone? Is it to be a travelogue? Keep your purpose in
mind throughout your writing of the script and don't
wander too far from your main theme.

Then think of the people who will see and hear it. How
old are they? How well educated? Are they all men or are
women going to see it, too? How can you present your
pictures and narrative so that they will be most appealing
to your audience? Remember at all times during your script
writing and picture taking who your audience will be.
Next, plan the general structure of your program. What
points do you want to get across first? How do you want
to wind it all up? How many different pictures will you
need to illustrate the various points that you make in your
narrative? It's a good rule, never to keep one picture on
the screen more than a minute or a minute and a half ar
most-and that means no narrative should be longer than
100 to 150 words without a change of picture.
And while we're on the subject of pictures a word about
editing your slides might not be amiss. At the start, you'll
probably have many more slides than you can use. These
must be ruthlessly pared down until you have only the
very best of the lot. It is much better to have a short show
of top-notch material than a too -long one that is spoiled
by too many pictures that are not good, or which add
nothing to the story you are trying to tell. Sort your slides,
line them up in order and run them through the projector.
Try to view them as a stranger would, even though you
are ever -so -proud of each one. Is the quality good? Does
the slide show what you want it to? Is it necessary to the
story you want to tell? If the answer is "no" to any of
these points, then remove the slide.
When the slide editing is complete, make a list of the
pictures in the order in which they should appear. With
the list at hand, you're ready for the next step.
Don't think you can get by with running, extemporaneous comment put on tape as you push your selection of
slides through the projector. Your narrative will be a garble
of poor enunciation, "Er's and Ah's" and incorrect English.
know this because I tried to tape the instructions one
of our best extemporaneous speakers gave during a photographic demonstration and the result was terrible. You
must write your script-and do it just as well as you possibly can-then, when you have it just the way you want
it, you should read it to your tape.
In preparing your script, write it as you'd talk it. Don't
for pity's sake, let it sound for one line as though it had
been written. You know how disappointed you are when
the speaker of the evening gets up on the dais and pulls
from his inside coat pocket a sheaf of papers and starts
that dull ordeal of reading his speech. Write your narrative
with spontaneity and emphasis and intense dramatic interest. Then when it comes time to put your script on tape,
read it over aloud several times before you throw that
"Record" switch. Rehearse it so well that you are actually
talking it-not reading it. Put emphasis where it belongs
in your narrative by emphasizing your spoken words; use
gestures if it helps you to put the right tone into your
voice. Talk your script on to the tape as though you were
so interested in your subject that you just had to get it
"off your chest" to your listeners. Don't talk in a monotone:
make your words rise and fall in pitch as they would if
you were talking to someone. Pronounce the words clearly
but not so clearly that they sound artificial and forced;
don't sacrifice the impression of talk for precise pronounciation. Make your voice sparkle with live, vibrant interest and
an evident earnest desire to make your audience see your
points as clearly as you do when you say them.
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One of the slides from the Annapolis series. This is McDowell Hall,
which is now the library of St. John's College. Once it was known
as "Bladen's Folly" and for more than forty years stood without the
upper floors and a roof. Bladen was an early Colonial governor who
wanted to build himself a palace. He spent so much money on the
Project that the colonists finally called a halt and cut off the
funds.
Even such a static slide as this may be dramatized and
given audience holding power through the use of actors .snd sound
effects instead of straight narration, as explained in the text.

1

Finally, any audience listening to one voice for halfan-hour-regardless of how well that voice talks a scriptgets slightly bored. If you possibly can, arrange to have
other voices on your tape-or if it can be done without
sounding "hammed up" or obviously contrived, work in
some sound effects to break the monotony of one voice.
With your tape recorder, you can go out on location and
get actual sounds that are associated with a scene-kids
playing on a school yard, traffic on a downtown corner, a
fire engine siren, the chimes in your neighborhood church,
a train leaving the railroad station. An inverter mounted
in your car will supply the current. If you can't get actual
sound effects to illustrate your pictures and to liven your
narrative by change of sound, you can buy sound effect
records just as the radio stations do-and the sound effects
you can buy from published catalogs include every conceivable noise from the trumpeting of an African elephant
to the sound of a heart-beat.
There is more than one way to write your script. You
can make it straight narrative, or you can work drama into
it. As an example let's take the story of one slide which
appears in rile Annapolis show. This is a picture of "Bladen's Folly" now known as McDowell Hall, a magnificent
example of colonial architecture.
Here is how a narrative speech about it might go. "This
shows the beautiful building which is now named McDowell Hall and serves as a library for St. John's college.
Ir was

built by one of the colony's first governors, Thomas
27

Bladen by name, who ran up the expenses so fast that the
colonists finally refused to grant any additional funds when
the building had reached the second story. For more than
forty years it stood without the upper floors aitd a roof
while the wind and rain did their worst. It's fame spread
and it became known as "Bladen's Folly." Finally funds
were granted to complete the structure and today it is regarded as a fine example of colonial architecture.
If you wished to add drama, the scripr for that slide
might he produced this way.
NARRATOR: "This beautiful building, which now
serves as a library for St. John's college was once known as
'Bladen's Folly'. Started by one of the early colonial governors, its construction rose to the second floor when-let's
listen to what might have beeen said in the town council

of those days.
SOUND EFFECT: Background noise of meeting. Hubbub of voices. Gavel pounds.
CHAIRMAN: Gentlemen, gentlemen. The meeting will
come to order.

SOUND EFFECT: Hubbub subsides, gavel sounds.

CHAIRMAN: The chair

recognizes Mr. Carpenter.

CARPENTER: Gentlemen, I rise to protest the extravagance of our present governor. He is bleeding us white with
his taxes to construct the Governor's Palace. I say we should
allow him nc further funds for this-this-Bladen's Folly.
SOUND EFFECT: Hubbub rises-shouts of "Hear hear". Fade hubbub.

CARPENTER: An! I further call upon the chair to
have this voted upon here and now. I say let the building
rot and ler us stop throwing good money after bad.
SOUND EFFECT: Voices up. Chair pounds for orderFADE to Narrator.

NARRATOR: And so it was done. The work was
stopped and for more than forty years the build:ng remained uncompleted with the wind and rain wreaking
their havoc. Finally funds were found to add the remaining
stories and the roof. Today this building is a fine example
of colonial architecture."
Highlighting important parts of your slide show this
way gives it additional punch that cannor be had with
straight narration. It is not at all difficult to do, any amateur
drama group. or a group of friends can add the voices and
the sound effects can be home made or be run from a
record.
Background music can add much to a presentation even
it dramatic incidents are not used. This may be put on the
tape in two ways; one, by having the music played from
another recorder or record player in the background as
the script is read into the microphone or two, by feeding the
music and voice into a mixer and then into the recorder.
The latter method is preferable as it allows the recordist
complete control of both music and voice.
Recording the script, once you have it written is an easy
job. Let's rake the straight narrative script first. To maintain a constant voice level, try to stay the same distance
from the mike while you are recording. The kind of mike
furnished with the recorder may be placed on a desk or
table. Sear yourself comfortably, he at ease and read the
script onto the tape. Do not let the papers rattle as you
shift from one page ro another. A trick used in radio is to
remove the top sheer gently and let it float to the floor.
If you find it easier to record while standing, then put
your mike on a stand. 'These may be obtained inexpensively.
Recording the dramatic type of script takes a bit more
28

"doing". You will have to assemble your cast and sound
effects and have a copy of the script for each performer.
If you have a mixer, use one mike for sound effects and
the other for the actors. If one mike is used, you'll still he
able to make your recording-and very well -but it will
take a little more ingenuity. The dramatic paw can then
be si liced into the tape at the proper spots.
Because the slide changing signals may be put on the
tape at any time you have complete freedom in recording.
For instance, you may record the whole script and then
with the machine on "play" and the signal button on "record" you need only press the button each time you want
a slide changed. Or, if you prefer, you can press the slide
change button as you read the script.
It is not advisable to hook up the projector while recording the script as each time the button is pressed the
projector will operate and the sound of its operation will
he picked up by the mike and recorded on the tape.
The signal that is recorded on the tape when the button
is pressed is a 1000 cycle tone. The machine has two separate heads, one for each track and this tone is not heard
through the speaker on playback. The tone, as picked up
from the tape, is amplified and this current in turn works
a relay which energizes a small motor in the projector to
operate the slide changing mechanism.
Because the signal may be recorded separately, the tape
may be edited to your heart's content. Excerpts that you
have recorded on location, such as the sound of church
bells or the puffing of a locomotive may be spliced in their
proper place. Anv parts which are unsatisfactory may he
erased, re-recorded, or cut out, as you choose.
If you are using the tapes for sales demonstrations, etc.
where a number of different people may be making the
showings, or if you have a number of field men, each with
his own machine, then you should aim to make a master
rape and have this duplicated, or duplicate it yourself by
playing it from one recorder to another (don't forget to
record both tracks). The master tape is then kept on file
in cause of loss or damage to the dupes.
One thing which will mark an amateur as "rank" is the
smoothness of the show. This machine gets rid of most of
the hazards as once you throw the switch the rest is automatic.
But the machine should be ser up before the audience
comes in. The power cable should be run under chairs or
in other out of the way places where no one can trip over
it. The screen should he in place and the projector focused
and you should also post someone to darken the room at
the proper moment. If the recorder is placed near the
screen, to give the audience the impression that the voice
emanates from the picture, then an extension cord can be
added to carry the control signal from the recorder to the
projector. Slides should he loaded in the magazine and
everything ready to roll beforehand. If this is done then
you are assured of a professional performance. Because the
slides are stacked in order in the receiving magazine as
they are shown, all you need do for a repeat performance
is to put the receiving magazine in the feeder position.
There are other things about smoothing out tape-and slide presentations which you will learn "the hard way"
but if you will stick pretty close to the few basic suggestions I've given you, the first presentation you prepare
will be a surprise and a great satisfaction to you, I guarantee. It will be much better than the first one I "sweated
out" all by myself for the Community Chest.
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C. W. Smiley, president and Dr. Hans Wolf, musical director of Livingston Electronics listen to a binaural master tape. Dr. Wolf follows
the score for correctness of musical interpretation while Mr. Smiley holds +he stop watch on +he tape.

STEREOPHONIC SOUND
... a new dimension in high fidelity music reproduction in

u ['. W.
MAGNETIC tape recording has seen an almost incredible
diversity of new uses in the past few years. It records

heart sounds for the medical profession, controls complicated machining operations in industry, serves as an invaluable tool in research, and has military application
which, when made public, will read like pages from a science fiction story. One new application of tape recording is making possible a quiet, but dramatic revolution in the method
of reproducing music in the home.
In this age of high-pressure ballyhoo and pile-driver
promotion, a strange incongruous situation exists. With
almost no publicity, promotion, or advertising, a strong
fraternity of enthusiastic music -lovers have turned their

the home.

Smiley
interests to

a

technique of reproducing recorded music

excitingly new and alive that it seems incredible its
arrival could have been so long delayed. Binaural or two so

channel stereophonic home music systems are now a practical reality for anyones livingroom. So dramatically superior are they to the most expensive single -channel conventional systems that it pays to understand this technique
before planning a home installation since it is not only
superior, but ironically, less expensive.
Well then, what is this technique and how does it work?
In order to understand the differences, let us first consider
the conventional single-channel or monaural system. In
this case, one or more microphones are used so pick up the
29
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Right Track Recording?

VG0P of Right -Channel
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Head.

Motion

Tap

Unrecorded -

t---Gap- of
Dual-track Monaural Tape)

Left Track Recording

(Forward Track of

Left -Channel Head "Guard Zone

FIG.1 STAGGERED BN TAPE LAYOUT
Facing Oxide Surface
Binaural tapes employ both tracks of the tape with a "guard zone" between them to prevent crosstalk between the two channels. The right
channel is recorded on the top track, the left channel on the bottom. The distance between the gaps has been standardized at one and one
quarter inches. As the tape passes through the machine once, the playing time for a seven inch reel is about 30 minutes. With "in -line"
binaural tapes there is no space between gaps, one is placed directly above the other.

original sounds which are then recorded on some storage
medium such as tape or disc. Subsequently, these sounds
are partially re-created by playing them back through a
system which will drive one or more loudspeaker units.
However, to permit storage and reproduction, all of the
original sounds must be mixed (regardless of the number
of separate microphones used) and combined in one channel. Hence the designation, "monaural" since at this point
it becomes sound as it would be heard with only one ear.
At this point, of course, all sense of separation by direction, or perspective, has been irretr'evably lost. Two loudspeakers or two hundred cannot re -separate these sounds.
They can merely multiply the number of "flat" sound sources.
Never again can these sounds appear completely natural to
anyone but a one -eared listener. High fidelity techniques
have gone far in their attempts to synthesize the "presence"

of the original performance, but always the law of diminishing returns seemed to operate in opposition to even the
most extravagant investments in monaural systems.
Two -channel systems take an entirely different approach
to the problem. Literally, they take both of the listener's ears
to the original sounds. Two separate recordings or broadcast pick-ups, as the case may be, are employed. These are
never combined, but reproduced individually through two
comparatively simple systems and two loudspeakers spaced
six to twelve feet apart in the room. An amazing effect
results. Sound appears to come from the entire wall and
the listener has the eerie sensation of being at the actual
performance. Each instrument acquires a strange new definition and the excitement of "motion" of the live performance
is felt again in the room. No longer is there an impulse
to "turn it up louder" to destroy the unpleasant sensation
of listening to a large symphony orchestra sounding from

r

Right -Track Head
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1

Right-Channel

.Amplifier

Right
Speaker

o
Left -Track

Head

Left-Channel
Er

Amplifier

Left
Speaker

o
Half-track Monaural
Tape Motion
CIF

Monaural from Mixed BN

FIG.

2

BN Amplifier
or
Two Conventional Amps.

PL A YBA CA' SYSTEM

a binaural playback system. The switch is shown in "BN" position with each track feeding through to its proper amplifier
and speaker. If +he switch is moved to the next position (marked with an asterisk) the output from each track is mixed, producing a monaural
playback. This position is used to balance the output from the two speakers. In the lower position, half-track monaural sound is fed to both
amplifiers and speakers.

The hookup of
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single point. The orchestra is there!
Few people seem to be aware of the remarkable directivity of their hearing equipment, and yet the following
simple experiment will demonstrate this. Blindfold a friend
and ask him to stand in the center of the room. Toss a penny
in any direction, and if it rolls a bit-all the better, then
ask him to point to it. It's surprising how accurately it
will be located. Then, ask him to repeat the experiment
with one ear stopped. These two simple tests will do much
to increase your respect for our two ears as direction -finders.
This ability serves an interesting purpose in a two channel stereophonic system, since the sensations received
by each ear from such a system create the illusion that
sound is originating even between the two speakers. Thus
it is that the feeling of "being there" is produced. Other
benefits turn up in the form of reductions in power requirements and even the loudspeaker requirements seem more
moderate. Tragically, this reaction cannot be properly described with words. It must be heard. Even in its simplest
form, the superiority of a two -channel stereo system to a
monaural one is almost unbelievable.
Which brings us to the question of program material
and equipment already available for the home. Much recorded material is available on both disc and tape from
several manufacturers and in addition, the number of radio
stations broadcasting stereophonic material by using separately the AM and FM transmitters is steadily on the increase. A large percentage of today's recording sessions are
being done stereophonically, both in this country and abroad,
and it is highly probable that this Fall will see many new
entrants in the field.
The bulk of stereophonic recordings are available on
tape, at 7.5 I.P.S. and generally on 7" reels which play
approximately one-half hour. Typical suppliers in this category are RCA, Livingston, Audiosphere, Atlantic, Boston,
Empirical, Esotric, Riverside, Concertapes, A -V and others.
Since recording and duplicating techniques have progressed so dramatically, most of these tapes have remarkable
fidelity. The usual first reaction on the part of a new listener
is to bemoan his delayed discovery and start plans for his
own system immediately.
The material available, although somewhat limited, is
diversified ranging from classical to Dixieland, and is being
augmented continuously.
As to equipment, the trend also seems to be to tape.
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Livingston binaural playback machine which will play either
single track, dual track or binaural (stereo) tapes. It is a mechanism
only and must be connected to amplifiers and speakers. It plays
"staggered head" stereo tapes.
The

At least three tape playback units are now available which
handle these stereophonic pre-recorded tapes with more in
the offing. Such units are designed to drive two inexpensive
amplifiers which in turn drive separate speakers. One exceptionally fine binaural tuner is available for the reception
of stereophonic broadcasts. Special binaural amplifiers are
available from at least three reputable manufacturers and
again, more are in the offing. One manufacturer supplies
a conversion unit to make an ordinary tape recorder into
a binaural unit.
Probably the best way to start such a system is to pick
up a tape playback unit which handles stereo tapes, two
inexpensive amplifiers and two speakers. Then the results
will demonstrate that probably for less than one-half the
cost of an equivalent high fidelity system, the basic elements
of a good two -channel stereophonic or binaural system
have more than justified the investment.
Thus, it is apparent that this technique has quietly arrived. Thanks to tape, and the ease of putting two separate
recordings side -by -side on this remarkable and almost indestructible medium, theatre quality stereophonic sound
is nom, inexpensively available to anyone who wants his
easy chair to be the "best seat in the house."

Ampex 612 Stereo Music System
which includes the 612 tape phonograph
and two model 620 amplifier -speakers.
Both models are available in matching
wood cabinetry or in luggage type cases.
The

In addition to playing commercially available binaural tapes it will also reproduce
standard tape recordings, whether full or
half-track. Speed is 71/2 inches per second, which has become the standard for
binaural playback. This unit is designed
for "in line" stereo tapes.
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Tape Record Your Sound Effects
by

Jeanne

H ickam

Photos by the author

... for amateur dramatic productions, anything front an overture to
pistol shot is better on tape. Here's how to do it.
ACr I of "Ten Little Indians" is drawing to a close. The

actors have built an audience feeling of tenison, stretched
to a breaking point. The young man in evening clothes
approaches the piano, plays a few bars. Gradually the notes
become discordant. Suddenly the actor falls over the keyboard, with a resulting crash. In the brief silence which
follows, a man crosses the stage, examines the youth at the
piano, and, in a strained voice, announces to the others,
"He's dead." The curtains dose quickly, and the entr'acte
music starts.
Dramatic efforts of many types are a popular source of
both enjoyment and income for little theatres, clubs, schools,
church organizations, and numerous other groups where
neither actors nor stage facilities are made to order. Most
actors cast as the doomed young man above cannot play
the piano, and an even larger proportion of the auditoriums
available for the production have no room for one backstage, especially if the play also calls for such effects as fog
horns, thunder storms, and so forth. Use a phonograph record
for the scene above? This would omit the discordant playing
preceding the crash of the body falling across the keys. And
how fast can one switch from the second band of the piano
disc to the third band of the next record, which is labeled
for use between acts? Use two men? Two machines? Where
will they have space to work, sources of current? Yet the
answer to the above and dozens of similar problems is simple: One man, one machine, and magnetic recording tape!
The advantage of this method is easily apparent. With
tape as the only source of all such effects, one individual can
handle the sound plot for an entire production singlehanded, thus assuring the producing organization that there

will be no confusion caused by the necessity for having two,
three, or more people working on one project in a confined
backstage area. With the entire sound scheme handled consistently by one person, there will be less danger of error;
and also the positive effect of a uniformity in this division

of the production. The stage manager is thus free to think
about other aspects of his job, released from worry about the
bedlam caused by three people with rain machines, wind
machines, and pieces of sheet metal doing their best to create
a realistic thunderstorm in an area four feet square while
numerous actors struggle past them trying to reach places
at the stage entrance without damage to costumes-to say
nothing of tempers!
When a play is presented "in -the -round," as is the case
in the accompanying action shot of a scene from Shakespeare's Twelfth Night, the audience, seated on either three
or all four sides of the playing area, can see every move
that is made "backstage." Obviously, the smart little theatre
group which chooses this type of staging will also prefer
handling all backstage work in the simplest, most efficient
manner possible with a minimum number of equipment
pieces. With the stage manager and his crew in full view
of the spectators, things HAVE to run smoothly!
From the viewpoint of the sound -effects man himself, it
is certainly easier to keep track of one tape recorder and
two or three reels of tape than one or more phonograph
turntables, records, bells, whistles, guns, blocks of wood to
simulate slamming doors, etc., not to mention several assistants. One reel of tape replaces innumerable records,
eliminates the need for a backstage piano, does away with
the big sound effect machines: The space gained is invaluable.

r.

Sound effects for the "in -the -round"
production of Shakespeare's "Twelfth
Night" pictured at left were 100%
on magnetic tape. With the audience
seated on three sides of the playing
area, things had to run smoothly in
the tiny "backstage." With the sound
man relieved of handling separate
units to create the various effects
needed, the possibility of a miscued
sound is eliminated.

for the sound of a
offstage. Here the
sound crew uses a record player and
script to make the recording which
will be played on cue in the production. By using the tape recorder, it is
possible to have "tailor-made" radio
programs exactly as called for in the
play.
The script calls

radio

playing
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Also eliminated are the problems which constantly arise

Approaching the simplicity advantage from another angle,

in conjunction with the use of numerous small objects to
create effects
the "tremendous trifles" that leave most
amateur or semi -pro sound technicians tearing their hair.
No longer can the only bell whose tone can be easily recognized as the "dinner bell" disappear ten minutes before

it is obviously easier to put away one tape recorder and a
few reels of tape than it is to safely stow away the big machines for wind and rain, lock the piano, and pack up a

...

curtain. No longer can some harassed member of the stage
crew bump into the sound man's table and send bells, records,
and broken dishes crashing in four directions during the
tragedian's big death scene. And no longer will a member
of the cast or production crew have to go hurrying around
the block to reclaim the gun that junior lent-with the
stipulation that he have it back during the daytime for his
cowboy activities! In this connection, it might be well to
note that many cities have ruled that cap guns are "fireworks," and their use illegal.
Another frequently -occurring problem is that created by
the actor who spends some of his on-stage time playing a
violin (or other instrument with a distinctive sound), which
instrument is subsequently heard from off-stage, and then
reappears in the hand of the corpse on-stage in Act Ill,
Scene 2, at which point neither the actor nor the sound man
can find it. With the off-stage sound on tape, the fiddle becomes a stage property, and as such is unquestionably under
the jurisdiction of the "prop" man. The actor knows it will
be on the prop table when he again needs it-no more wondering if the sound man got it, or if he put it back. Knowing that the technical end of a show will run smoothly eliminates a lot of jitters on the part of amateur actors, too.
Result: Fewer lines "blown," a more confident performance,
and a better show all -'round.
The saying that "It is not LIT7 LE THEATRE when
you're in it" has been proven time and time again. Most
little theatre enthusiasts will agree that they want a smoothly -run production, as near to professional standards as possible, hence they will appreciate the professional illusion which
the use of the tape recorder can create. With a choice of two
speakers through which to project the sound, the man in
charge can literally be in two places at once. Using the
speaker built into the recorder, lie is the telephone bell at
stage left; with the simple motion of plugging in an external speaker plug, he becomes the radio or doorbell at
stage right . . .

bunch of records, doorbells, and numerous small objects.
The tapes can be re -wound in much less time than it takes
the stage crew to clean up, and the sound man may depart
long before the actors can dispose of friends and remove
grease paint. (If the sound man has to punch a time clock
early the next a.m., he can even plan to reach the theatre
early the following night and re -wind the tapes then.)
It is usually possible to also include the introductory
music for the program on the same tape with the first act
sound effects, and subsequent entr'acte music also can be
spliced to the tapes at the proper place. Thus, the lag between the opening or closing of the curtain and the beginning of the music is eliminated-or timed precisely. With
the entr'acte music thus included on the recording tape as
an integral part of the production itself, a very high standard may be obtained. And backstage sound, whether music
before curtain time, birds in the trees for the ingenue to
admire, a party "down the hall" to waken the baby, or a
disc jockey program over the on-stage radio, is completely
custom-tailored to fit the production. Uniformity of sound
plot throughout the run is assured.
Ideally, professional -type tape recorders would be desirable for this type of assignment, particularly because of the
great variety in type of the sounds reproduced and the necessity for play -back at nearly full volume of the sound of
everything from a door -slain to, possibly, a fine full -range
symphonic recording, coupled with the provision which the
manufacturers of this type of equipment have made for the
use of multiple speakers which can be positioned wherever
the technical director desires. However, little theatre or club
groups which must be budget conscious will find that any
rape recorder of reputable make can be put to use in this
manner. The group pictured in Twelfth Night used an Ekorape without even an auxiliary larger speaker on one occasion, and were complim_nted on the smoothness of their
sound plot, which included overture and entr'acte music,
16th century clock chimes, the popping of corks, a drunken
brawl, etc., as well as a complete musical accompaniment
(recorded on the Hammond Organ) for "O Mistress Mine"
33
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Top: the sound effects man in action. Instead of a collection of door
bells, pistols, chimes, wind machines and phonograph records and
a player, he has only the tape recorder and a cue sheet. As the
effects have been recorded in sequence he needs only to stop the
recorder between effects and he is already set-up for the next one.
Lower: leader and timing tape is spliced between recordings. As a
double check, the title of the effect about to pass the head is lettered
on the tape. The use of the leader and timing tape also provides
a check that the reel has been rewound before the next performance.

and the rest of the play's several songs.
Except in emergencies, larger speakers than chose built
into the usual portable home tape recorder should be employed, both for better positioning of sound source and
superior reproduction. Most tape recorders in the moderate price field have provision for an external speaker. Those
groups who wish to use recorders originally purchased for
other purposes for sound plots may find it a good plan to
rent such auxiliary speakers at a nominal cost for several
rehearsals and the run of the show. In some cases, even the
recorder itself could perhaps be rented by an organization
which wanted to experiment with sound plots on tape.
The actual steps necessary to obtain these desirable results with recorded sound plots will really be found quite
simple and easily handled by a committee of two or three
people. Individuals given charge of this division should first
be provided with complete copies of the play script, with
any additions or "cuts" clearly indicated, from which they
can accurately outline the sound plot for the production.
Progressing, then, from the first thing to be heard, i.e., the
pre -curtain music, the resulting outline should list every
sound which must originate from backstage, in order of
occurrence, with appropriate notes when applicable. The
finished list might look something like this:
34

Act I. Scene 1
1. Sound of door key in lock (check-director may
want this made by actor who is to enter)
2. Auto horn (off left)
3. Doorbell (off right)
4. Buzzer (off right)
5. Doorbell (off right)-neighbors' entrance
6. Buzzer (off right)
7. Doorbell (off right)-Jane & Edward entrance
8. Footsteps, knock, another knock (check-director
may want knocks made by actors about to enter)
9. Sirens (police car) (off left)
10. Traffic, auto horns, sirens (off left)
After checking with the director and technical director,
n ho may want to modify the sound script to have the actors
do their own knocking on the door, etc., the committee is
ready to record the needed sounds. The next step, logically,
is to analyze the outline for repetitions, as well as sounds
required.
How many times does the same doorbell ring? The same
buzzer? How often does the audience hear the same siren
on the same police car? It will be necessary to provide a
length of tape for a given sound each time it recurs, hence
the requisite number of doorbells should be recorded all in
one "sitting" as the easiest way to obtain uniform results.
At this point it is also suggested that the committee members also consider the fact that they will later have to edit
the tape-lengths and it may be well to provide some convenient way of identifying the various recordings as they
are made. An excellent idea, especially when the outline
indicates many repetitions of one particular sound, would
be to use one of the colored Audiotapes for recording this.
Because these colored Audiotapes are available in two colors
(blue and green, in addition to the usual brown), the group
may find it a good idea to use one color for the sound which
recurs most frequently, the second color for the next most repeated effect, and regular brov n tape for any others, with
entr'acte music perhaps, on Scotch "High Output" tape,
which is a different color (dark green) still. In addition to
making their own editing job easier, the committee is thus
providing the person who will operate the recorder during
production with a visible means of checking the tape against
his marked sound script.
When it is rime for actual recording, the group may
find that there is more than one source available for the
first sound effect required, while there is none apparent
for the second, and that the source most easily available
may not always be the one which will give the most desirable reproduction for the purpose at hand.
It often works out, of course, that the easiest way to record
the sound of a door slam is just to slam a door, but it will
be somewhat more difficult (although not impossible if a
portable recorder is available) to capture the sound of the
4:45 commuters' special coining around the bend. In some
cases, it may be necessary to resort to copying commercial
sound effect records. Other sounds are easily taped from
radio programs, e.g. applause, the NBC chimes; and still
others are obtainable right at home-door chimes, the telephone bell, the "party down the hall," etc. Local merchants
who are loath to lend such items as gongs, cymbals, etc.,
for a two or three week rehearsal and production period
will usually become co-operative when it is explained that
the loan will be of only a 48 -hour duration involving no
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Left: it often works out that the best way to record the sound of a do3r slam is just to slam a door. Center: the fact that the tape may be
erased and used over permits inexpensive experimentation to get just the effect desired-even to putting the mike on the piano which ordinarily is taboo. Right: copying commercial recordings is ti-e easiest way to obtain music for "Overture" or "Entr'acte" use. Such copies
should be made through the radio-phono input of the recorder rather than by using a microohone. Semi-professional groups should check
the copyright regulations on material of this type before using it in a performance of the play.

risk of loss or damage backstage. Because any "fluffs" are
easily erased from the tape, it is possible to experiment in
recording ss ith a variety of microphone placements (even
to the extent of positioning the mike right on the piano for
sseird effects) to obtain the most applicable results. Because
the finished tapes are to be edited, sounds should naturally
be recorded on one track only.

When all of the outlined sounds have been taped, the
recording is ready to be edited for backstage use. The first
step will be to mark the leader at the beginning of the
the leader on the first reel of tape might car -y the
reel
notation, "Reel I, Oserture, prior Act I"
The use of
leader tape ss ith direction arrows (Scorch #43) is recommended as a double check measure. Failure ro re -wind the
rape after a late dress rehearsal is easily detected when
these arrows indicare that it is Side II of the reel ss hich
must be played.
In operation, a length of timing tape (equal to one or
more seconds of playing time) spliced between the sections
of magnetic tape carrying the sound effects will serve a
double purpose, i.e., provide an identification label for the
sound to be heard, and allow a pre -timed uniform interval of
silent tape to take up the lag between the time the recorder
is switched to the "forward" position on cue and the time
at which the sound must be heard by the audience.
It may also be found desirable, when a production has
many sound effects, to use the colored reels (red, green,
yellow, etc.) pnxluced by Audio Devices in editing, assigning a different -colored reel to each act for purposes of easy
identification at a glance
or in those cases where it is
not deemed desirable to include the entr'acte musi: on the
same reel with the actual integral sound plot, colored reels
may provide a means of quickly separating one from the
other. Those groups which can command the use of two
recorders may find this an excellent idea because it could
then prose possible to include all of the sounds other than

...

...

...

music for the entire show on one reel, with the "overture"
and between -acts music on other reels to be reproduced on
the better of the two reorders. In this case, the order in
which the music reels were ro be used could be tied in
additionally with the use of vari-colored reels for identification.
In certain productions (or revues), sound effects or music
are almost- continuous, and when the actors are sufficiently
experienced, it may be possible to properly "place" the
sound effects through the use of timing tape so that the
recorder may run continuously through certain entire sec rims of the performance. This idea is certainly applicable
when there is only one spoken line between two sounds, or
between two verses of a song which is sung to a taped
accompaniment. Some very enterprising groups may find
it possible to provide entire acts or scenes with musical
and/or sound backgrounds in this manner. The success
of this plan, however, is entirely dependent upon the ability
of the actors to consistently time borh the delisery of their
lines and their stage action to correspond with the predetermined tape intervals, and it is suggested only for
groups with extra ambition and ample rehearsal time.
Whether the sound effects are many or fens, timing tap
is invaluable in editing- and it goes without saying that
the effects should be assembled to fit on as few reels as
possible for ease in use.
In conclusion, it might be mentioned that at least one
little theatre group has tried this sound -on -tape idea, and
found that it works-so well, in fact, that they were "lost"
when a tape recorder was no longer available for their use.
School and church groups will find in it another use to add
to those to which their recorders are already being pur,
and those who like to work backstage will surely find the
suggestion worth serious consideration as an efficient, economical, and enjoyable way of solving one of their big headaches
the sound plot.

...
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Proper labeling of your tape recording collection will save time and trouble and will make your hobby more enjoyable-especially as your
tapes grow in number.

FOOLPROOF LABELING SYSTEM

FOR TAPES

by.

Ronald Anderson
The tape, the reel and the box should all be identified. Here
number of practical ways to do ii.
How many times have you had to go through nearly every
it is now-before your tape collection gets
are

a

tape in your collection just to find one particular recording? As your tape library grows, you'll find this to
be a chore of no mean proportions. Like many a tape fan
before you, you'll probably decide that proper labeling of
your tap s is essential.
The box the tape comes in probably has labeling space
on the back, but this alone is inadequate. Too often reels
become separated from their boxes and what is recorded on
the tape becomes an unknown quantity.
Labeling the reels themselves is a method many recording fans use, in addition to labeling the boxes. But what
happens when you leave the tape on the take-up reel instead of rewinding it?
Still other hobbyists label the tape itself by artaching a
piece of leader tape and writing the identifying material
on it. But again, if the reel is not correspondingly identified, the tape and reel may become separated.
The only foolproof method is to adequately label all
three-the tape, the box and the reel. And the time to do
36

any larger and
the task gets completely out of hand.
Labeling the tape itself is best done by attaching and
labeling a leader. Paper tape can be written on directly,
although use of leader tape is still recommended since it
also protects the end of the recording and allows you to
record to the very end of the magnetic tape.
Various methods of labeling reels have been devised
ranging from printed tape labels or reel tabs to writing on
the reel itself with a grease pencil.
In addition to writing in the space provided on the back
of the box, and on the edge of the box (for easy selection
from a bookshe:f) some hobbyists insert cards inside each
box with a detailed listing of the selections on that particular tape. If your tape recorder has an index counter, you
can log the exact position of each selection on the card as
well, or use an Atta -Glance disc which both indexes and
identifies selections.
The accompanying pictures illustrate step by step just
how you can identify your tape recordings quickly.

TAPE-

ON THE

J I

i
"91
Leader and timing tape (such as "Scotch"
No. 43) provides plenty of labeling space
as well as protecting the end of the magnetic
tape. Fourteen inches of white space is provided-plenty for complete identification.

Here the leader and timing tape is being
spliced 'o the end of a tape recording with
special splicing tape (such as "Scotch" No.
41). Do not use ordinary cellophane tape
since it will gum up your recording head.

You can write on the leader and timing tape
with either a pen or pencil. State the reel
number, track number, date and name of the
selection or selections. Leader and timing
tape can also be inserted between selections.

REED

ON THE

.x'1`4

1 i
-+1

s
\
Individual magnetic tape reels can be labeled
easily with a grease pencil or "China marking" pencil, although marking may eventually
wear off. Though convenient, this method is
not as neat as other methods.

__^-"

Special pressure -sensitive labeling tape (such
as "Scotch" write -on tape No. 48), is designed just for labeling tape recordings.
Printed tape indicates reel number, date and
subject. Matte surface fakes pen or pencil.

You can write on the plastic reels directly if
you first rough up the surface of the reel
with a typewriter eraser or a piece of fine
sandpaper. This gives the plastic "tooth" so
it will take +he ink or pencil readily.

ON THE BOX
1

s
`17Z

.,

0

t:

Space for labeling recordings is provided on
the box itself of some brands of magnetic
tape. This provides a ready reference without opening up the box. End of box can also
be labeled for selection from bookshelf.

If there are several selections on

a reel, type
out the names on paper and glue or tape to
the inside of the box. If your recorder has
an index counter, you can log the exact location of each selection on the sheet as well.

Some +ape hobbyists also label the boxes by

cuffing out recording advertisements and
gluing or taping them to the foot of +he
box. You can also use pictures to illustrate
the selections you've taped.
37
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Idea sketches hv Walter Miles
the lady of the house trill appr-ore of these ideas-which will enable
scot to keep your recorder in the living room instead of in the closet.
.

just one way to make your tape recorder an
integral part of your daily life-transform it into a
presentable element of your living room decor. If you
keep your tape recorder in a closet it's not surprising that
you haven't had all the pleasure that it promised when
you bought ir. Because not only is "out of sight out of
mind"-hut it's inconvenient. No one wants to climb a
ladder and carry a recorder from its hiding place into the
living room. When you add to that nuisance the additional
chore of plugging it in, it becomes too much trouble. What's
even worse is the possibility that a program or a conversaHERE'S

T

tion you wanted to record may he finished before you're
set up to tape it.

Don't think the situation is hopeless. No matter how
jealously you guard the beauty of your home, you can now
have your living room decor and your tape recorder too.
Here's how!
Walter Miles, the designer who was responsible for some
of the striking displays at "Look Magazine" and who plans
ads to display the fine modern and traditional furniture
made by John Stuart, has solved your problem. Hes devised
a

simple cover for your recorder that's inexpensive enough

to be feasible at income tax rime, as well as more elaborate
coverups that can use a share of that Christmas bonus that's
38

coming up. You can do-it-yourself whether you're a whiz
with a power tool or your mechanical equipment comprises
a few razor blades and a pair of scissors.
If you're ever apologized for the "mess" in your living
room when your recorder and tapes were set up for an
evening's pleasure, you can remedy this condition in one

i

I

i

Left:

a

suggested layout for an entire

wall created by Walter Miles, famous
designer. These are basic idea sketches
and can be altered to suit individual
requirements. Right: a suggested installation of a recorder in a bench of
the "cobbler" type. Furniture can be
made entirely by those with shop
equipment and the recorder fitted in,
or pieces may be purchased and altered to take the recorder. Below: a
clever cover for a recorder which adds
to the living room and will please the
distaff side of the family. If desired,
a light may be installed in the box

with a switch that will automatically
turn it on when the box is raised. This
will illuminate the recorder area. A
cord and pulleys are installed as
shown.

happy evening. Instead of apologizing you can try to be
modest as you accept compliments on your handsome new
living room cabinet. You may take your choice from among
these designs according to your taste-and manual dexterity.
Of course you may prefer to look on your own handiwork
as a temporary device until you indulge in one of the new
living room models that are either on the marker now or
will appear shortly.
The first Walter Miles' design can be constructed with
just razor blades and glue as your tools. Even a ten -thumb
operator like this reporter was able to follow his instructions and produce a nice living room piece. The one that
Miles made was composed of cardboard and pandanus cloth.
You'll have to buy a piece of cardboard or mounting
board, (available in most art supply shops) that's large
enough to form a box with sides and a top to cover your
tape recorder or use a good, sturdy cardboard carton. You

-

cut the board into a symmetrical cross as shown in the solid
lines in illustration (1) without cutting out the center
square. This square is scored with a razor blade so it will
bend neatly. Then you paste whatever covering appeals to
you over the entire cutout without cutting off the corners.
Iiy leaving these on you will be able to overlap them later
and they help to strengthen the box.
Wall paper .paste is excellent to glue the covering onto
the cardboard. Once you've finished your cutting and pasting you'll have a handsome cabinet that would grace any
piece of living room furniture. The fact that your rape recorder is resting cozily beneath it with its cable attached
ready for instant use, makes it convenient to use whenever
the mood strikes you. Yet your living room decor has been
preserved because you've selected a fabric and color that
harmonizes with the rest of the furnishings and the walls.
When you've accomplished this feat, you might be will -
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Recorders may be installed in many types of cabinets. The sliding
drawer arrangement shown is convenient but be sure to install stops
so that it will not come all the way out. Any wiring to radios, etc.
should be flexible enough to permit the recorder to be moved on
the slide.

ing to go a bit farther and really astonish those friends
who say "I'd like to have a tape recorder but my wife
won't ler one into the living room." Just buy a lamp cord,
socket, bulb and small pulley. These are available in many
five and dime and hardware stores. They sell for less than
$2.00. Place your tape recorder in its cabinet on a piece of
furniture close to a wall. Rig up the pulley so it will work
on that wall. Then drill a hole in the exact center of the
top and substitute the cabinet you've made for a shade
retaining the electric bulb fixture. When you want to use
the recorder you pull the pulley and up goes the box! It
serves as a shade for the bulb and your handmade recorder
cabinet performs still another function-it illuminates the
recording area for you. This box can be made of plywood
instead of cardboard for greater durability.
Walter Miles recognizes of course that not everyone is
helpless when confronted with a more elaborate do-it-yourself pattern to fit a tape recorder into the living room
decor. For you accomplished tool -wielders he's designed
other types of concealment for a tape recorder that keeps
it close at hand when you're relaxing or entertaining in
your living room. One of the most ingenious and handsome
arrangements is the "coffee table type." This model can be
constructed or converted so it will house your tape recorder
and seat an extra guest.
This design involves a low table of the kind shown on
page 39. In Miles' illustration the top of the table has
been cut in half. One side covers the tape recorder, the
other hides the tapes. The solid top of the table has been
divided in half to provide two sliding panels while a shelf,
hidden by the apron of the bench, has been attached to it.
On this plywood shelf the recorder rests on one side leaving room for plenty of tapes on the other.
When both sliding panels are in place a square, foam covered cushion serves as an extra seat and also makes the
table more attractive. If you want to rake out some tapes
you simply remove the cushion, pull back the sliding panel
and there they are. There you are with a new, handsome
piece of furniture that is really a conversation piece as well.
Your neighbors and fellow tape fans probably won't rest
until you've helped them build their own.
Tables of this variety can be bought new or used, fin 40

ished or unfinished, modern or traditional-or you can
build one from the lumber up. It all depends on how much
time you want to devote to the project and how much skill
you bring to it.
A third solution to the problem of having your recorder
always at hand is also rather simple. This involves practically no expense yet it turns a cabinet you may already
possess into a good looking custodian for your tape recorder. If you have a buffet table, serving table, bachelor's
chest or other article of furniture that looks something like
the adjacent sketch, you can use it to house your tape recorder without buying anything more expensive than a plywood shelf and some ball bearing runners.
The idea is to build a sliding drawer in the cabinet in
a convenient size. You can buy the correct ball bearing
runners by telling your hardware salesman the purpose and
the approximate weight of your tape recording machine.
Then when you open the door of the cabinet you can roll
out the tape recorder on its ball bearing shelf while under
it there will probably be room to store your tapes.
It's a bit difficult to prevent a designer who likes functional modern decor and who particularly admires the simplicity of Japanese design from dreaming a little. And few
tape fans will argue with his thesis that to get maximum
use from a tape recorder it should be in close proximity to
other forms of acoustical entertainment. To realize this
dream Walter Miles devised a wall for a room where entertainment is a major project. For Hi -Fi fans in particular,
this is the answer. Miles would mount a battery of speakers
on the wall in binaural position. In one panel he would
mount the TV set permanently so that nothing showed but
the screen and controls flush with the wall. Hidden behind
a Shoji screen of translucent paper with wood panels would
be the radio, FM, player and tape recorder side by side.
All three instruments would be connected with switches to
the same battery of speakers. The extra panel would hide
the tapes with enough shelf space provided to house an
extensive tape library.
For those who share Walter Miles' dream without his
ability to execute it there are some excellent instruments
on the market already that will house all, or nearly all of
your musical equipment in handsome fashion. These come
in designs to fir almost any type of decor and would grace
most living rooms.
An increasing number of manufacturers have brought out
units entirely suitable for the living room and which are
fine pieces of furniture. But if your pride and joy isn't one
of these and you're not yet ready to trade it in on one of the
newer models, these ideas are just for you.... and we're
sure you'll find friend wife in agreement.
Whatever solution you choose you'll be happier because
the main object is to have your recorder always set up.
Then you can tape a desirable program on the spot-or
play your already recorded tapes without fuss or bother. If
you can tape what you want when it's available and enjoy
your tapes whenever you choose, you will double the pleasure provided by your tape recorder. And probably double
the use of your recorder as well.

NOW!
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first Ohio "Tapevention"

was

attended

by more than 30 members of Voicespondence.

The first Ohio "Tapevention" was held in
Kenton, Ohio, on Saturday, July 23, and
was attended by more than 30 members of
The Voicespondence Club and their friends
from Ohio and nearby states. Dan Moran
of Marion, Ohio, who is the District Deputy
for the club, directed the day's activities
which featured a recorded message from
Charles Owen, Club Secretary at Noel, Virginia, taped messages from other members,
tape recorded games, and a program of magic
presented by Voicespondent Neiland Herbkersman of New Waterford, Ohio. An enjoyable time was had by all, and the day's
proceedings were tape recorded.
A newly appointed committee has been
organized by the Voicepondence Club to
coordinate and plan a number of special
programs and activities which the Club
maintains for its blind members. It is composed of members Charlie Roberts Swink
of Cleveland, Ohio; Victor Goss of Venice,
Calif.; Victor Wagner of New Castle, Pa.,
and Leonard Hoskins of Milwaukee, Wis.
Of these members, Vic Wagner and Len
Hoskins (who is Director of the Wisconsin State Agency for the Blind) are blind
themselves.
Blind voicespondents derive much pleasure out of tape corresponding. The Voicespondence Club has a number of blind

RECORDING TAPES

complete guide to
members on it's roster at the present time,
and it welcomes inquiries from others who
wish to make greater use of their recorders.

Through the efforts of World Tape Pal,
Vernon Smith of Oneonta, N.Y., tape recordings of the Hartwick College radio programs, featuring such subjects as discussions by foreign students, Christmas music,
and a student talk on "Evaluation of Brotherhood Week," are now obtainable free of
charge to all WTP members. During the
past year, Vernon has directed the radio
programs and was responsible for making
the recordings. Wishing to stimulate better
understanding through tape exchange with
other countries and other parts of the U.S.,
he has requested the College to support this
free exchange service. A catalog of programs is available to all members from:
Vernon Smith, Apr. No. I, Hartwick College, Oneonta, N.Y.
World Tape Pal Bill Patterson of Richmond, Indiana has designed a wooden mailing box especially suited to aid the handicapped blind. Upon receiving a tape in
such a carton, the recipient need only turn
over the address card in an outside holder,
replace the tape and drop it back in the
mail. Bill constructs the boxes himself and
sells them at cost. They are available in
sizes to fit, 3, 4, 5 or 7 inch tapes, and
provide fine protection for mailing.

World Tape Pal, Allan Wilson, who
is a representative of Lever Bros. Co. in
Malaya, but who lives in England, has recorded a vivid tape description with a
tropical rainstorm for a background. A
dubbing of this tape was made and is
being circulated round-robin style to some
fifty WTP's chosen at random from the
United States roster. A list of these members is enclosed with the tape. Any member
who has not received it and would like to
hear it, may receive a copy from the
Tape Bank by enclosing postage from

(See our big

'ad' page
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Agents for Tape Recording Maga.
zinc, Back issues available.
Used Tape, plastic and mylar
bought & sold.
Send for our price sheet.
New empty plastic reels
in boxes for easy labeling. 3" 10c; 4" 22c; 5"
24c;
7" Professional
reel (21/4" hub) 29c ea.
EMPTY BOXES: 3" 3c:
4", 5", 7" Sc ea. 101/2"
Aluminum Reel 52.24.
PLEASE INCLUDE SUFFICIENT POSTAGE.

COMMISSIONED ELECTRONICS CO.
2508 Champlain St.

N.W.

Washington 9. D. C.

Wire Nape

Recording

Hugh Thrasher, Jr., 1021 Clearfield Road
S.W., Roanoke, Virginia, would like to form
a new tape recording club in Roanoke, Virginia. Anyone interested in joining with
Hugh may contact him at the above address.

JOIN A CLUB
TAPE RESPONDENTS INTERNATIONAL
P.

Fred Goetz, Secretary
O. Box 14041, San Francisco, Cal.
THE VOICESPONDENCE CLUB
Charles Owen, Secretary
Noel, Virginia
WORLD TAPE PALS
Harry Matthews, Secretary
P.

O. Box 9211, Dallas, Texas

INTERNATIONAL TAPE WORMS
Art Rubin, National Chairman
P. O. Box 215, Cedarhurst, L. I., N. Y.
GLOBAL RECORDING FRIENDS
Alfred L. Sferra, D.D.S., Secretary
125 Hamiltcn Street, Bound Brook, N. J.
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There's more to this
fascinating subject
than you may suspect(
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MAGNETIC RECORDING
By S. J. Begun

242 pages, 130 illustrations,Prke $5.00

Here's your "Open,
Sesame!" to a fastgrowing branch of
electronics In which
far too few have specialized to date!
Whether recording is
your hobby or your
business, this book
will pave your way
to better results. new
techniques and ef-
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Entertainment
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fects.
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From simple wire or
recorders
for hone
entertainment
to comptiCaied equipment end processes used In secret serv-

Secret
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Communications

ices. moles. industry and
elsewhere. MAGNETIC RECORDING brings you complete. how -to -do -it data.

Speech

Scrambling

basic circuits
From
to
components;
from
commercial
and home built
equipment to Its operating
and service problems, roil
get the latest information
and expert guidance. And.

Professional
Recording
Transcriptions

chances
are.
you'll
he
amazed at the opportunities for recording specialists In this steadily ex-

Telegraphy and
Telephony

panding

Automatic

Magnetic
"Memories"
Recording

aid many other

/Sat make this
of the fastest growing phases of
the electronic Industry.
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reverberation
le e It o e sl. amplification.
instrumentation and measurements and helpful analyses
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one

of

and acoustics sou progress
r nidly to the advanced
phases of the art. Hissing
method'',
distortion, reproducing heads, erasing.

Ti ansients

Chrenoscopes

field.

Starting with

damentals

Arnouncing

Dallas, Texas, for a 5" reel.

any brand or length-you name it.
Complete stock of accessories.
Recording.")

.. a

merclal

of

modern CMS recording egnlp-

ment
are hot a felt of
the snhiects covered. Dog ens of schematics, block
diagrams.
cross-seetlnns
sad under -chassis phone
make things easy tn understand and are inealnahie tnitdes in selecting
new ennlpment or building Your own.

READ IT 10 DAYS

... at our risk!

Dept. MF-95, RINEHART 8 CO., Inc.
232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

Send MAGNETIC RECORDING for 10 -day FREE
If leek is O.K., I will then
promptic remit $5.00 in full payment. If not, I will
return it postpaid and owe you nothing.

EXAMINATION.

Name
Address

City. Zone, State
Price suicide U.S.A. $5.50 cash only.
limey back is 10 drys If you return book.

RinehartBooks ate sold by leading book stores.
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Manufacturer: Permoflux Corporation, 4900 \V. Grand Avenue, Chicago 39, M.
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PERMOFIUX DIMINUETTE SPEAKER

... a small, wide -range speaker system that can
add to the enjoyment of a portable tape recorder

radio or TV set, when used as an external speaker.
an economically -priced multi speaker unit which will provide
an excellent supplementary or replacement speaker for a radio, TV set
or tape recorder which is not equipped
with an adequate unit. It will easily
carry two or three times the output
power load of the normal four or six
inch speakers commonly found in home
THIS is

sets.
In making a portable recorder the
manufacturer does the best he can in
getting a speaker with a good response
but he seldom can employ the bass re-

principle because the recorder
machinery, electronic parrs, etc., must
all fit within the case.
The same is true of table model TV
sets. Even though they have good auflex

An inside view of the Diminuette showing
the two six-inch drivers, the three-inch
tweeter, band pass filter and sound absorbing material placed to absorb unwanted
reflections.
42

dio circuitry, the speakers leave much
to be desired. A 21 -inch set will usually have a three or four inch speaker.
Small home radios, with parts packed
into every cubic inch of the cabinets also must, of necessity. use small
speakers.
This unit was tried on all three.

Plugged into the "external speaker"
jack of a low priced recorder it brought
up not only the tone quality but the
volume as well. As the unit can handle
more output power than the small
speaker found ín the recorder, it was
also possible to run it at a higher level
without distortion.
On the TV set the same difference
was noted. The sound was greatly superior to that produced by the small
speaker mounted as standard equipment in the TV set.
A radio connected to the unit also
sounded much better.
So the addition of an external
speaker to your audio equipment can
serve you in more than one way and
lessen the investment as compared to
the price of your radio, TV or recorder.
The Diminuette contains dual six
inch drivers with treated, slotted cones,
and a cone -type tweeter to handle the
highs. A band-pass filter is used to pre -

vent overloading the tweeter. Batts of
sound absorbing material are placed at
the obvious reflecting points within the
cabinet to reduce resonances. The face
board on which the speakers are
mounted has a port opening.
The face board is not parallel with
the face of the cabinet. This permits
the speaker to be placed either high or
low and the sound will be directed to
ear level. If placed high, such as on the
top of a bookcase, the unit should be
turned over so the board will face
downward. If placed on the floor, it
should be positioned to project the
sound upward.
The unit is available in either blonde
or mahogany. In our tests we found
the response to be pleasing and the
deviation of the speakers at any frequency from 50 to 12,000 cycles was
not easily perceptible.
We feel that it is worth your consideration and can be of great service
as an external speaker to the recorder,
radio or TV set.

The speaker mounted atop

where

a

2I -inch TV set

it considerably improved the

sound

compared to the
small speaker with which the set was factory

quality of the output

equipped.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Basic Electricity, Volumes 1 to 5, by
Van Valkenburg, Nooger and Neville,
Inc., 6" x 9", paper bound, 124 pages,

profusely illustrated. Published by John
Rider, New York. $2.00 per volume,
$9.00 complete set of five.
This series of books is actually a
course as given in the Navy Specialty
Schools and which has just been released for public use. The job of getting the manuals together was turned
over to Van Valkenburg, Nooger and
Neville, Inc., who specialize in the
production of complete "packaged programs" and who have had broad experience serving industrial organizations
requiring mass -training techniques.
The purpose of the course was to enable the Navy to turn out technicians
at a faster rate without sacrifice of subject matter. The subject had to be made
understandable to every Navy student
regardless of previous education.
In collaboration with educators, and
electronics experts, the firm developed
this dynamic new training course
which lays heavy emphasis on the visual
approach. It is now the backbone of
the Navy's current electricity and electronics program.
The course presents one topic at a
time and each page has at least one illustration on it. Cartoon type drawings
are used and get the point across very
effectively. Every page covers one complete idea.
While the course was specifically designed for the Navy, there is no reference to Navy equipment as general
principles are covered.
In your reviewer's opinion, this
series of volumes is truly excellent. For
the novice who would like to learn
more of the subject it can't be beat.
Throughout the books, a review technique is used that serves to fix the
various points firmly in mind.
Volume 1 covers: Where Electricity
Comes From, Electricity in Action,
Current Flow, Voltage, Resistance,
Magnetism, DC Meters. Volume 2:
Direct Current Circuits, Ohm's and
Kirchoff's Laws, Electric Power. Volume 3: Alternating Current, Resistance, Inductance, Capacitance in AC,
Reactance, AC Meters. Volume 4: Impedance, Alternating Current Circuits,
Series and Parallel Resonance, Transformers. Volume 5: DC Generators
and Motors, Alternators and AC Mo-

tors, Power Control Devices.
If you are starting from scratch in
things electrical, you'll find no better
nor more easily understood texts than
these.
Basic Electronics, Volumes 1 to 5,
by Van Valkenburgh, Nooger and
Neville, Inc., 6" x 9", 118 pages, profusely illustrated. Published by John
Rider, New York. $2.00 per volume,
39.00. complete set of live.

Combination TAPE & 45 rpm RECORD RACK
New ST 1CK- %-R \CK holds over thirty 5" and 7" recorded tape hoses or 45 rpm album boxes. Accommodates over 225 single 45's or ISO extended-play albums.
"Expansion Design" enables stacking one rack upon
another as your collection gross, using sockets supplied.
Top shelf holds tape machine or record player. Completely assembled. 22"sl4"x9" with rubber tips. $6.95
in black, 48.95 In brass, postpaid. ['lease remit with
order. Jloney Pack Guarantee! Positively not sold in

The five volumes in this set are a
continuation of the set reviewed above.
As in the previous series, the same
techniques are effectively employed.1
Volume covers: Introduction to Electronics, Diode Vacuum Tubes, Dry
Metal Rectifiers, What a Power Supply Is, Filters, Voltage Regulators.
Volume 2: Introduction to Amplifiers,
The Triode Tube, Tetrodes and Pentodes, Audio Voltage and Power Am -1
plifiers. Volume 3: Video Amplifiers,
RF Amplifiers, Oscillators, Volume 4:
Transmitters, Transmission Lines &
Antennas, CW Transmission and Amplitude Modulation. Volume 5: Receiver Antennas, Detectors & Mixers,
TRF Receivers, Superheterodyne Re-

TAPE
RECORDERS
Tapes-Accessories

stores!

As with the preceding series, we
again feel that these books are excel-

lent.

The New High Fidelity Handbook
by Irving Greene and James Radcliffe.
Introduction by Deems Taylor. 8" x 11",
193 pages, 250 illustrations. Published by Crown Publishers, New York.
34.95.

This book was written primarily for
the layman but it has not been "written
down" hence those who already know
something about the subject of Hi -Fi
techniques can gain information also.
The volume covers the entire gamut
of Hi -Fi reproduction from what it is
to how to achieve it. Components are
discussed very frankly and a buyer's
Guide is included in the Appendix.
The book is written in a pleasing
style and the authors have packed a
surprising amount of meat into it. We
believe that anyone interested in the
subject will find this book of value, especially the layman who might be confused by too much engineering terminology.

Philadelphia 49. Pa.

Dept. TR
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UNUSUAL VALUES
Send for Free Catalog
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Box 66ÁA, Peter Stuyvesant
Sta., New York 9, N. Y.
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boxes or cans.

ape Splicer
F.

REITER -COMPANY

3340 Bonnie Hill Drive
Hollywood 28, Colilornla

CARBOLOYCUTTERAUTOMATIC

RECORDED TAPE MUSIC
IN FULL RANGE SOUND

Selected from the finest lope libraries

for your listening pleasure.
Write for catalog
27C

EFSCO SALES COMPANY
Concord Avenue, West Hempstead, N. Y.

BACK ISSUES AVAILABLE
Articles of Lasting Interest
Each-Any 3 for $1.00

35r

ISSUE HIGHLIGHTS
Volume 1, No. 2: How to Record Your
Voice, Secret Recording, Add Sound
to Your Movies, Full Range Recording, Join a Tape Club.
Volume 1, No. 4: What a db Is,
Starting a Tape Library, Recording
Choral Groups.
Volume 1, No. 5: Recording European Trip, Recording In Your Car,
Portable Recording, How to Record
Dramatic Skits.
Volume 1, No. 6: Analyzing Noise,
Recording Fun, Les Paul & Mary
Ford Recording, Recording Dramatic Skits-Part II, How Your Recorder Works, Choosing a Mike.
Volume 2, No. 1: Radio Tape Network, Choosing a Mike-Part II,
How to Erase Tapes.
Volume 2, No. 2: Building an Electronic Mixer, Mike Stands, Orchestra Recording.
Volume 2, No. 3: Music Can Make
Your Mood, School Use of Recorder,
Orchestra Recording, Tape Recording Glossary.
Order from:

Back Issues Deportment

Tape Recording Magazine
Severna Park, Maryland
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(Continued from page 17)
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American Microphone Company, 370
South Fair Oaks Avenue, Pasadena, California, is marketing a new series of small
microphones suitable for tape recording,
paging systems and general purpose work.
These mikes are 3114" x 211" x 15/16",
weigh just 2 oz., have a tenite case, and are
available with either shielded crystal or ceramic elements. The crystal type has a response of 100 to 7,000 cps and an output of
-55 db, while the ceramic type has a response
of 100 to 6,000 cps and an output of -62
db. The mikes in this series are omnidirectional and are available in either gray
or beige color. For complete information
and price, write to American Microphone
Company, above address.
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An automatic threading and sound tape
reel has been developed by the Apt Corporation, 4332 Stockton Blvd., Sacramento,
Calif. This reel also gives you at a glance
the time or spot indication of your tape. The
reel is available either in the Deluxe 7"
reel which will be put out in a package including reel and dust -proof container, extra
labels, leader, and a small bottle of splicing
cement which will sell for $1.40; or the 5"
reel without the container which will sell
for 754. By splicing the leader to the tape,
it makes it thread automatically and acts as
a guide, holding the tape from rubbing
against the edges of the reel. The reel has a
place for a label, titling, and timing. Additional information is available from the
manufacturer.

RCA has introduced a new high fidelity
tape recorder attachment which can be
plugged in and operated through "Vic trola" phonographs. It has a record level
tuning eye which permits setting or adjusting of record level when the tape is not
in motion, a two-speed equalization control, an erase indicator, and it has speeds
of 33/4 and 71 ips. Other features include a sensitive microphone and microphone input jack, it accommodates 7 inch
reels, and it has a mahogany finish panel.
Complete information and price is obtainable by writing to the Radio Corporation
of America, Camden 2, New Jersey.

CORRECTION
An error was made in the last issue in
regard to the specifications for the Daystrom
Model 404 recorder. Instead of reading
"less than 2% wow and flutter," it should
have read "less than 2% distortion and less
than 0.3% wow and flutter."

INDEX TO VOLUME II
Bands, recording outdoors. Aug. 55 p. 26
Beautifying Your Recorder. Oct. 55 p. 38
Bloopers, radio & TV recording. Oct. 55 p.
20

Book Reviews. .June 55 p. 19; August .,5 p.
37; Oct. 55 p. 43
Capturing Yesterday's Music. June 55 p. 29
Exterminating, via tape recorder. Apr. 55
p. 44

Glossary, tale recording terms. Apr.

55

p.

42

Hum, problems, solutions. June 55 p. 43
Insects, recording of. Aug. is. p. 34
Inspirational lift, recording. Aug. 55 p. 41
Sleet Mr. Blooper. Oct. 55 p. 20
Microphone, choosing and using, part II,
Dec. 54 p. 29

Mike Stand, use of. Feb. 55 p. 30
Mixer, electronic, build. Feb. 55 p. 26
Music Can Make Your Mood. Apr, 55 p. 24
New Products, column. Dec. 54 p. 12; Feb.
55 p. 12; Apr. 55 p. 13; June 55 p. 14;
Aug. 5o p. 12; Oct. 55 p. 14
New Product Report
Ampex 620, umplifler-speaker. June 55
p. 48

Amplifier Corp. Magnemite, portable. Aug.

p. 42
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Elect ro -Voice Slimair mike, Apr. 55 p, 40
44

38
42

V-31 Tape -O-Static. Feb. 55 p. 38
New Tapes, column. Dec. 54 p. 7; Feb. 55
p. li; Apr. 55 p. 7; June 1. p. 6; Aug. a5
p. 6; Oct. 55 p. 7
Orchestra, recording, Part I. Feb. 55 p. 33;

Part

11.

Apr.

55 p. 32

Pressure fads, replacing. Aug. 4.5 p. 29
Projection, automatic, with tape. Oct. a5
p. 25

Questions and Answers, column, Dec. 54
p. 41; Feb. 55 p. 19; Apr. 55 p. 19; June
55 p. 21; Aug. 55 p. 17; Oct. 55 p. 19
Rambling speaker, build. Apr. 55 p. 36
Recorder, beautifying, Oct. 55 p. 38
family use of. Apr. 55 p. 21
hum-problems, solutions. June 55 p. 43
pressure pads, replacing. Aug. 55 p. 29
school use of. Apr. 55 p, 30
used for exterminating. Apr. 55 p. 44

Recording, antique musical instruments.
.tune 55 p. 29
bands, outdoors. Aug. 55 p. 26
bloopers, radio & TV, Oct. 55 p. 20
insects. Aug. 51) p. 34
inspirational messages. Aug. 55 p. 41
orchestras. Feb. 55 p. 33; Apr. 55 p, 32
sales messages, repeating. Dec. 54 p. 32
sound effects. Oct. 55 p. 32

symphony. Apr.

5a p. 44

Concertone 1501. Dec. 54 p. 34
Concertone 20/20. June 55 p. 46
Crest s 1310, console. Feb. 55 p. 40
Uw)l'It Stenorette, Dictating. Aug.

l'entron Tape Mates. Dec. 54 p.
l'ermotlux Diminnette. Oct. 55 p.

55 p. 34

thesis. June 55 p. 36
trip. Aug. 5:) p. 21
Recording Sounds of Freedom. Aug. 55 p.

55 p. 21

Sounds, recording of, lecture use.

Aug.

Dec. 54 p, 32

55

p. 30

Stereophonic Sound. Oct. 55 p. 29
Tape Club News, column. Dec. 54 p. 16;
Feb. 55 p. 37; Apr. 55 p. 39; June 55 p.
19; Aug. 55 p. 16; Oct. 55 p. 41
Tape Erasing, How To. I)ec. 54 p. 36
Tape Goes To School. Apr. 55 p. 30
Tape Is For Families. Apr. 55 p. 21
Tape Makes It Easier, symphony recording.

Apr.

55 p. 34

Tape Network, NAEIt. Dec. 54 p. 25
Tape, new width. Feb. 55 p. 24
Tape player, automatic, self-threading reel.

Apr. 55

p. 29

Tape recording center, build. June 55 p.
Taped broadcast, automatic. Apr. a5 p.
Taped Services Go Ti. Far North. Aug.

40
28
55

p. 40

Tapes, labeling system for. Oct. 55 p. 36
Tapes to Editor, column. Dec. 54 p. 40;
Feb, 55 p. 18; Apr. 55 p. 18; June 55 p.
21; Aug. 55 p. 18; Oct. 55 p. 18
Thesis, on tape. June 55 p. 36
Timing, Ice Show by Tape. Dec. 54 p. 19

Tony Schwartz, master recordist. June
p. 23
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Santa Claus, Talking.

Shipping Box. build. 'tug. 55 p. 38
Sound Effects, tape recording. Oct. 55 p. 32
Suundorama, recording experiment. Feb.

Traveling, recording trip. Aug.

55 p. 21
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YOUR AUDIO BOOKSHELF

YOUR TAPE RECORDER
by Robert and Mary Marshall

This is the first book for nonprofessional users
and includes the photographs and specifications of 55 recorders as a guide to selecting
the proper machine for various uses. The book
does not deal with technicalities. It was written after sonic 2500 experiments had been conducted, using recorders in the fields of education, camps, meetings. business and the home.
53/e" x 8", cloth Part of the book is devoted to an explanation
bound, 288 pp. of hi-Il principles and terminology.

Illustrated.

81/2", paper
bound, 208 pp. Illusx

trated.

by William

Wellman

'

FidektY

The book describes the functions of
each unit of a home music system, giving advice on the good and bad features
of various kinds of units. Chapters include: An Introduction 'o High Fidelity.
Loudspeakers, Loudspeaker Enclosures.
Record Players. Radio Tuners, Tape Re- 6" x 9", cloth bound,
corders. Amplifiers, etc. Also included 192 pp. Illustrated.
are plans for installing a home music
system.

$2.50

THE NEW

by Harold D. Weiler

HIGH FIDELITY HANDBOOK

This book has sold more than 65.000
copies and Is one of the most popular
books on the subject. It covers the
How, What. Why and Whereof Hi -Fi..
Sound. Acoustics, The Simple Loudspeaker, The High -Fidelity Loudspeaker, Loudspeaker Enclosures. The
Basic Amplifier, The Amplifier, The
Record Player, Tuners, Use of a Home
Music System, and Tape Recorders. It
is illustrated with numerous drawings,
charts and pictures. While authoritative, it is written in an easy -to -read
style.

by Irving Greene and
James Radcliffe

OF SOUND
by Oliver Read
The largest selling book in its field: favorably reviewed by
leading authorities on audio. Widely used by Sound engineers,
High -Fidelity enthusiasts, Public Address technicians. broadcasting stations, recording studios, and students of audio. Authoritative chapters cover: behavior of sound waves; basic
recording methods: lateral disc recording: micro -groove recording: the decibel: phcno reproducers: cutting stylii: microphones: loud speakers and enclosures: dividing networks and
filters: attenuators and mixers; home music systems; public
address systems; amplifiers: AM and FM tuners, tape and wire
recorders and recording film recorders-plus hundreds of other
subjects. A standard reference work.
810 pages, 6"

x

L

HIGH FIDELITY SIMPLIFIED

THE RECORDING AND REPRODUCTION

$7.95

9", illustrated

i

D
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This is a practical guide for the purchase. assembly, installation and
maintenance of a high fidelity home
music system. It is profusely illustrated. containing more than 250 illustrations, drawings and diagrams
and has a foreword by Deems Taylor
and a chapter on the High Fidelity
Record by Harold C. Schronberg.
Home recording is covered In one
chapter. Tips on buying components,
plans for i -Fi furniture, fitting the
system to the home interior decoration. etc. are well covered, as is the
subject of trouble shooting.

I

81/2" x 11" cloth
193
bound,
pp.

Illustrated.

$4.95

BASIC ELECTRICITY
by Van Valkenburgh, Nocger and Neville, Inc.
These five volumes, and the five listed below on Basic Electronics are the texts of these subjects as currently taught
at Navy Specialty Schools. They are simplified, clearly illustrated and one basic concept Is explained at a time without
the use of complicated mathematics.
Vol. 1-Where Electricity Comes From, Electricity in Action, Current Flow, Voltage and Resistance, Magnetism, DC
Meters. Vol. 2-DC Circuits, Ohm's and Kirchoff's Laws,
Electric Power. Vol. 3-Alternating Current, AC Resistance.
Capacitance and Inductance, Reactance, AC Meters. Vol. 4Impedance, AC Circuits, Resonance, Transformers. Vol. 5DC Generators and Motora Alternators.
BASIC ELECTRONICS
Vol. 1-Introduction to Electronics, Diode Vacuum Tubes,
Dry Metal Rectifiers, Power Supplies, Filters. Voltage Regulators. Vol. 2-Introduction to Amplifiers, Triode Tubes,
Tetrodes and Pentrodes. Audio Voltage and Power Amplifiers. Vol. 3-Video Amplifiers, RF Amplifiers. Oscillators.
Vol. 4-Transmitters, Transmission Lines & Antennas, CW
Transmission and Amplitude Modulation. Vol. 5-Receiver
Antennas, Detectors and Mixers, TRF Receivers. Superhets.
6" x 9", 128 pp. Each Volume 52.00.
$9.00
Complete set, 5 volumes

BOOK DEPARTMENT
TAPE RECORDING MAGAZINE

High Fidelity Home Music Systems

Severna Park, Md.
Please ship immediately the books checked.
I enclose

I`1 Recording and Reproduction of Sound
New

High Fidelity Handbook

High Fidelity Simplified

NAME

Your Tape Recorder

ADDRESS

CITY

R.

$3.95

$4.95

51/2"

HIGH FIDELITY
HOME MUSIC SYSTEMS

ZONE

....STATE

All books shipped postpaid from stock same day order is received. If not
satisfied return books within 5 days and money will be refunded.

Basic Electricity Vols.

Set

Basic Electronics Vols.

Set

IT
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SHOP OR SWAP
Advertising in this section is open to both amateur
and commercial ads. TAPE RECORDING does not
guarantee any offer advertised In this column and all
swaps, etc., are strictly between Individuals.
RATES: Commercial ads. $.30 per word. Individual
non-commercial. $.05 a word.

ads,

Remittances In full should accompany copy. Ads will
inserted In next available Issue. Please print or
type your copy to avoid error.
\ddress ad to: Shop
or Swap, Tape Recording Magazine. Severna Park. Md.
be

Soundmirror recorder,
model BK-455-P, Ball microphone-$115.
Recently reconditioned, excellent condition, 90 -dad' guarantee. George V. Kappa.
38143 West 226th Street, Fairview Park 26.
FOR. SALE: Brush

Ohio.

BINAURAL OUTFIT: 20-20 Concertone
STW-4. matched Shure cardloids, tape, cable, $600. Getting drafted, R. P. Blinn,
Elkhorn, Neb.

...

and who would enjoy receiving a

copy of

TAPE RECORDING

Magazine?
If you do, just send us the names on

postcard or use the coupon below.

TAPE RECORDING

Severna Pork, Md.

Please send a copy of Tape Record-

ing without charge to:

WANTED: Used Rek-O-Kut Challenger
Disc Recorder, or just turntable with cutting mechanism, in good condition. State
price. Fred Patton, 92 Pinehurst Ave., New
York 33, N.Y.

TAPE RECORDERS, tapes and accessories,
nationally advertised brands. Free catalog
upon request. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Dressner. Box 66A, Peter Stuyvesant Station, New York, N.Y.

FOR SALE: \Vebcor Model 210 Tape Recorder, one year old. like new. two -speeds.

State

Name

Bell Boulevard. Bayside 6t, N.Y.

Maryland.

your

MAKE $100 weekly spare time with
tape recorder. Send 25c refundable. LP
DISCS MADE FROM TAPES. Both sides:
10 inch -30 minutes, $1.25: 12 inch -45 minutes, $5.75. Other speeds also. FREE Harold
D. Weiler's new book "Tape Recorders and

Address
Zone

State

5-A
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\VILL GIVE you the $50 equity in a brand
new, highly publicized $179.95 Tape Recorder, for an old radio, TV, amplifier or
good speaker. You can have the machine
for balance $130.00. It is in original crate,
never used. Money refunded if dissatisfied.
Geo. F. Bischof, 1503 E. Vickery, Fort
Worth 4, Texas.
500 MILE

Speedway Race 1955. Exciting
hour tape from start to finish. All or
part. Sample talle 3" reel only $1.00. BUSH
2434 N. New Jersey, Indianapolis 5, Indiana.

Tape Recording" with every order of $12
or more. Artistic Sound, 24110 Rensselaer.
Oak Park, Michigan.

4

TAPE RECORDERS, Tapes. All brands.
Reliable 7-year firm. Catalogue from:
CARSTON. 215 E. 88. New York City 28.

CREST\VOOD TAPE Recorder, $85: Cascade
Two-Speed
Disc-Recorder -RadioPhonograph. $50: Electro-Voice 635 Dynamic Microphone. $35: First ten issues
Tape Recording magazine. $2.50: everything excellent condition, priced FOB.
V. R. Hein, 418 Gregory. Rockford, Illinois.

SYYNCIIRONIZER HOOKUP: Make sound
movies with your tape recorder. $10.00.
Anderson, 2424 Phelps Street, Stockton.
Cal.

/

\VISH to tape-respond with persons having

FREE TO tape recorder owners-handy
tape/disc timing chart, list of services.:/

a WORKING KNOWLEDGE of

New York.

wood, Calif.

DISCS FROM your tape, $1.00 up. Send
stamped envelope for free list of services.
Sales Recording Service. 3540 W. Jackson
Blvd.. Chicago 24. III.

FOR SALE: One Concertone Stero Binaural
tape recorder $385 including carrying case.
Cost originally $550. Joseph Assante, 158
Garfield Place. Brooklyn 15, New York.

HIGH FIDELITY LP original recordings.
Unusual high quality records made from

FOR SALE: Portable, battery operated
Cub-Cordette tape recorder with mike and
charger. $97 or trade for standard tape machine. Dr. Sid Saltzman, 228 So. Quince
Street, Phila. 7, Peoria.

Sound Service Recording, East Meadow.

\VOULD LIKE to contact a collector who
has tapes of the recently discontinued radio broadcasts of the Chicago Theatre of
the Air, carried over the CBS network. Remit offerings and terms, trade or swap, to
Arthur Stoutsenberger. 321 Jefferson
Street, N.\\'., \\'ashington 11, D.C.

State

Your Name

City

FOR SALE: Concertone Model 1501 Professional Tape Recorder, one year old, good
condition. 7t
and 15" per second, dual
track, takes 101h." reels. Carrying case with
monitor amplifier. Original cost $432.00.
S:tie for $325.00 or best offer under this. P.
Keedy, 3116 Grindon Ave., Salto. 14,

IT'S FUN to splice tape with Gibson Girl

CROSBY-COLUMBO records-tape uanted.
\Vm. Antosik. Box 1453, Paterson. N.J.

Zone

9-4698.

cutter-splicers. At your dealer or write:
Robins Industries Corp.. Dept. TR, 41-08

Address
City

extra tapes and miscellaneous equipment.
Must sacrifice-all for $110. D. Keller, 57
Stony Road. Nixon, New Jersey, Charter

PRECISION MAGNETIC HEADS, Erase Record -Playback. Stancil-Hoffman Corporation, Hollywood 38, California.

FOR SALE: Bell disc recorder, 3 speed, one
year old, very good condition, cost $175.
I need $100. \Vrite Bill Fertig, Jr., 335 E.
Main St.. Bradford, Pa.

Address
Zone

Illinois.

WANTED: Magnemite Self-Contained Portable Recorder in Al condition, for good
1948 Olds 4 -door sedan with radio, heater,
DeLuxe equipped, F.O.B. Buffalo, Roque more, 44 Mt. Vernon Blvd., hamburg, N. Y.

your tapes. Free Information. Baron's Recording, Custer, Washington.

Name

City

EICOR TAPE Recorder, $55: Thordarson
31 \V 10AX Amplifier, $35; Electro-Volce
950 Microphone, $18; Priced F.O.B. Marilyn Phillips, 311 Penfield, Rockford,

DIFFERENT PRE-RECORDED tapes!
Sample and catolog, 99c. Stone, Lunenburg 1. Mass.

hurst, Illinois.

TWO FRIENDS
... who are interested in recording

a

ATTENTION RECORDER owners-Have
you a "home -type" recorder that doesn't
fulfill expectations? If new, we will allow
full value in trade on professional machines-Berlant Concertone, Crown, Presto,
etc. Boynton Studio, 10 TR Pennsylvania
Ave., Tuckahoe, N.Y.

AUTOMATIC SHUT-OFF. Details free.
Build 1032" reel adapter. Instructions $1.00.
LE ROI ENGINEERING. Box 251, Elm-

DO YOU HAVE

FREE sample

LEARN AND EARN! The National Academy of Broadcasting (est. 1934) has trained
and placed hundreds of men and women
in top .lobs in the industry. Write for information about private lessons on tape recordings. Discover how you can earn
money with your own recorder. N A O B,
3338 16th St. N.W. (Dept. TR), Washington, D. C.

S\VAP: 16 mm B & H movie projector.
model 179C: 1 -channel mixer -preamplifier
with two built-in 3-speed turntables: also.
Super-Ikonta BX camera and accessories.
all mint condition (total value when new
over 51,000)-for professional -type portable
tape recorder. Box 13. New York 63.

Hypnosis
or Sleep-Learning, give details. Herman
Bargy, 11116% Camarillo St., North Holly -

LARGE COLLECTION of pre -used, prerecorded, Broadcast Quality, Classic Music
(some on 2400 ft. Extended play 7 inch reels,
play one hour
$9.99 each) also Hi -Fl
Sterophonic Tape, full track, 712 inch
speed-$4.99 each, play [2 hour each. Cash
with order to R. E. Hession II, 5234 S.
Dorchester Ave., Chicago 15, III,

-

:
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Yes!
We have the new IRISH Ferro Sheen
Process tapes-both on plastic and long play
Mylar. Costs a few pennies more.
IT WILL NOT RUB OFF!

COMMISSIONED

ELECTRONICS

CO.

2503 Champlain St., N.W., Washington 9, D.C.

You get DOUBLE the

PLAYING TIME with new

Irish

-My
TAPE

gibleRECORDING
ry

ft.

.
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ON A

STANDARD

!I
Poll %-Pí48 Tape
Playing Time -2400 Feet-

One 7" Reel of New

irish

Has As Much
As Two T" Reels of

Ordinary Tape!

Like most tape recorders, your instrument

last six years. This super -smooth -surfaced tape offers you

will probably handle iothing larger than
a 7" reel. This limitation often forces you
tc stop to change reels, leaving important
materiel unrecorded.

greatly reduced head wear and flatter frequency response,
does not shed its oxide coating, and reduces "print
through" and "dropouts."

Double-Play

gives you 2400 ft. on a 7" reel, enough
to record a full-length opera, an entire football game, or
a complete church meeting.

Double -Play

made on strong, tough Mylar, Dupont's
new miracle film, and will withstand a pull of two full
pounds. This tape is recommended for applications requiring long, unin'errupted operation and where tape tension
is not excessive.
is

irish

produced by the exclusive Ferro -Sheen
process, the most outstanding tape development in the
is

If net available at your local dealer's, write,

ft. on 7" Plastic Reel
$7.50 Hi -Fi Net

COMPARE PLAYING TIMES!
Single Track'

ips....

3a/i ips

ips

...

:I

.;.
Z17

f,l'

Double -Play Tape
1T

71/2

Double-Play

Double -Play- 2400

Standard Tape
is
... 2 hours
hours.......
,.
hour
..
hour ... ..........30 minutes`"

J

4 hours
2
1

Multiply by 2 for dual

1

- --

--

mock

ORRADIO INDUSTRIES, INC.,

Opelika 4, Alabama

World's Largest Exclusive Magnetic Tape Manufacturer
Export Division: Morhan Eopartinp Corp., New York City
IN CANADA: Allot Radio Corp., ltd., Toronto, Canada
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"SCOTCH BRAND JUGGLES ATOMS
to produce the finest long play magnetic tape!
Years ago "SCOTCH" Brand pioneered modern
magnetic tape-and solved a knotty technical problem at the same time. The problem? How to produce
recording tape with a uniform, magnetically -responsive
oxide surface for finest recording results.

Extra Play Magnetic Tape 190. It offers you 50%
more recording time on a standard -size reel, plus
complete fidelity and purity of sound.

"SCOTCH" Brand does it by making its own oxide
coatings. It's a difficult job and only "SCOTCH"
Brand does it
splitting atoms to transform non
magnetic oxide into a super -magnetic coating sensitive enough to record even a whisper! But this extra
work is worth the effort, as you'll hear yourself.
Today-listen to a reel of new "SCOTCH" Brand

At left, artist's conception of magnified view
of old-fashioned oxide

-

soy!,:c H

,

Electron photo microscope shows the difference!

coating.

At right,
Brand

"SCOTCH"

lays on its own regular shape, super- magnetic
particles to give you a
super -sensitive recording surface.

Magnetic Tape 190
with 50% more recording time

et.
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The term"SCOTCII"and the plaid design are registered trademarks for Magnetic Tape made in U.S.A. by MINNESOTA MINING AND
MFG. CO., St. Paul 6, Minn. Export Sales Olfce: 99 Park Ave., New York 1.6, N.Y.
© 1955 3M Co.

